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PREFACE

This report is based on information collected during fieldwork in the Diafore watershed,
Fouta Jalon, Guinea, from January through August 1993. The investigation is undertaken for
USAID1Guinea under the auspices of its Fouta Jalon Natural Resource Management (NRM)
project.

The report presents the findings of an initial research effort completed as part ofthe Land
Tenure Center (LTC) Fouta Jalon research project. These findings will be further analyzed
and elaborated thro.ughout LTC's association with the NRM project. The LTC research
program is evolving continually as theNRM project progresses; new tenure and resource
management issues .and questions will arise and need to be resolved before the project can
advance.

The LTC .. team .members wish to thank all the people who made this research possible.
We especially acknowledge and appreciate the participation of the residents of BRP-Diafore.
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EXECUI1VE SUMMARY

1. Study context and methodology

This is the second in a series of reports produced for the Land Tenure Center's research
project on land· and natural-resource tenure and management in the Fouta Jalonregion of
Guinea. The objective of the project is to identify tenure constraints and opportunities for
sustainable natural-resource management at the household and watershed levels. The research,
financed by the United States Agency for International Development· (USAID), is part of the
Natural Resource Management(NRM) project currently being implemented in conJunction
with.· the Guinean National Forest Service.

The LTC field research is designed to identify: (1) natural-resource utilization strategies
found in these village territories and in the watershed; (2) territories belonging to each of the
villages in the watershed and any conflicts surrounding their definition; (3) natural-resource
tenure· systems found in the villages; (4) institutions and rules governing the management of
natural· resources; and (5)· key tenure and management issues and problem areas for project
implementation..

2. Field study results

a. Village territories. This study, which is committed to understanding how villages
define their territories, is. an initial step in the terroir villageois approach to promoting local
level natural-resource management. * The terroir villageois is the land area that is habitually
used by members of an agrarian community for their livelihoods, with its. boundaries
reoognizedbymembers of the spatial unit and by those residing outside of the territory. It
is thus a socially meaningful unit for insiders and outsiders alike.

Some of the villages in the Diafore watershed are dominant; other villages are dependent.
The status of the villagers determines, in part, the population's capacity to manage the
resources that it uses. The noble Fulbe in Fouta JaIlon did not cultivate historically, and yet
they exerted--and continue to exert-control over most of the land. Today, most· of. the
villages, •both dominant and dependent, have clear claims to tlleir terroirs either through. the
right of conquest (villages with dominant status) or bec.ause the dominant village has ceded
nghts to exploittbe1and and natural resources within its limits. For alilhe villages,hQ\gever,
careful consideration must be given to the management capabilities of existing c0mmunity
institutions,. for new structures may be needed to manage terroir natural resources. Employing
theooBcept of terroir. villageois for resource management in the Diaforewatershed must

* This approach has become increasinglypopu-Iar among government and nongovemment> organizations
(NGOs)fbroughoutWest Africa. See Painter (1991) for a detailed discussion of terroirvilltlgeois.
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remain supple in its operation, with constant awareness of the specificities of the place and
social g.roups to whom it is being applied.

b. Natural-resource user groups. Men and women, young and old, insiders and
outsiders, and people of different castes and classes exploit natural resources in the
watershed, ·though these various groups··use the natural resources differently. One cannot say
that either .men or women have significantly higher exploitation or use levels. What is clear
is that women are not owners of land in Fouta Jalon, nor are they allowed an independent
role in resource management. Captives did not have any rights to land according to traditional
rules of society, though this has changed somewhat with the abolition of slavery..Different
age groups play. distinct roles· in the community, .and their use and exploitation of resources
vary similarly. Active adults hold the dominant role in resource use. Resource use .between
richer and poorer community members differs greatly, and we observed important variations
in rates ·of exploitation. While poorer members virtually always exploit the resources at higher
levels, they often do so for the benefit of (and use by) the richer segments of the population.
At the.present time, the presence of "outsiders" exploiting natural resources in··the watershed
is quite low, though this situation could· change with transportation and market improvements
in the area.

c.Resource tenure and management. There are often marked disparities between those
who make decisions concerning resource use and those who are most affected by these
decisions. As noted above, women have virtually no voice in natural-resource management.
Excaptivesare the principal cultivators and .users of wood resources~ but their tenure rights
are limited in relation to free-status nobles.· Active adults playa commanding role indecisions
concerning the day-to-day ·management of resources, though they .. are not the principal
adJudicators of conflicts (village elders maintain the central position of conflict resolution).
The population's reliance on outside institutions for resource management and conflict
resolution remains minimal.

d. Key tenure and natural-resource management issues. Both community and
individuals have rights and responsibilities in the resource tenure and management systems.
Productive land, water, and forest resources are in short supply in the watershed. Due to
increasing demand for these resources, aspects of the local management systems have not
been maintained. As such, some local management rules have fallen into disuse over the
years. The· fallow period, for example, is continually being shortened. Such practices·are
essential to the protection and regeneration of the community's resources and their loss is
detrimenta.I to the vita.Iity of the physical and social environment of the watershed and region.

Resource users in the watershed do not all have equal status and their inequities are
translated .into differential access, use, and tenure rights. Individuals and groups in the local
society will benefitdifferently from project activities, depending on their social status ··and the
resource-tenure and management rules corresponding. to that status.

x
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REpORT ON NATURAL-RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PRACTICES
AND TENURE CONSTRAINTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

IN THE DIAFORE WATERSHED, FOUTA JALON, GUINEA

by

Julie E. Fischer

in collaboration with

Mamadou Saliou Diallo
and Boubacar Thiam

1. STUDY CONTEXT AND METHODOLOGY

1.1 STUDY CONTEXT

Thisis the second of a series of reports produced for the Land Tenure Center (LTC) research
project on land and natural-resource tenure and management in the Fouta Jalon region of
Guinea. The overall project objective is to identify tenure constraints to and opportunities for
sustainable natural-resource management at the farm and watershed level. The research,
which is financed by the United States Agency for International Development (USAID), is
part of the Natural Resource Management (NRM) project currently being implemented in
conjunction with the Guinean National Forest and Hunting Service (Direction· Nationaledes
Foretset Chasses, DNFC).l

The specific goals of the LTC research project in the Fouta Jalon are to: (1) identify the
formal rulesconceming resource access by individuals, households, and groups; (2) explore
the impact of these rules on actual agricultural and resource managementpra,cticesand
strategies; (3) investigate the inter- and intr3village economic and social ties, sources of
credit, and cooperative associations that may exist; and (4) examine dispute resolution
processes related to land tenure and natural resources. This and related information are to be
gathered for each of three pilot watersheds where USAID is working.

This report summarizes the findings and analyses of the LTC team's research efforts
completed thus farin the Diafore watershed. Early recognition and knowledge of the resource

1. Under the.directioo of Ministere de l'Agricultuteet des Ressources Animales. (MARA).
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tenure and management issues-tbat is, understanding prior to attempting project implementa
tion-will enable the Bassin Representatif Pilote (BRP) and· technical teams to address these
problem areas and projected obstacles from the start. Achieving solutions is more feasible and
tenable when diffic·ulties are identified early. These issues should not be minimized or
marginalized, because project success depends on addressing and resolving resource tenure
and management problems. Latent or suppressed tenure issues found in the preproject
situation can easily and quickly become barriers to ultimate project success. Rather than
diminishing the significance of these hidden concerns, project implementation often amplifies
their relevance.· This working report, which specifically spells out the obstacles we have
found thus far and .offers some preliminary suggestions on addressing them in the project
context, is meant ·to· serve as a catalyst for creative discussion and debate among LTC
research-team members and the BRP-Diafore staff, not as the final word on any of tbe issues.

The report begins with a brief introduction to the Diafore watershed·and a summary of
natural-resource use in the region for the benefit of readers not associated with the project.
Section 4 examines the terroir villageois approach to natural-resource management and its
application to the Diafore. watershed. Sections 5 through 8 detail the natural-resource
management strategies and tenure systems. found in the Diafore watershed. Section 9 outlines
the array of tenure conflicts found in the watershed and scrutinires the dispute-settlement
processes employed by villagers. The final section recapitulates recommendations for NRM
project implementation.

1.2 STUDY METHODOLOGY

The study was carried out using Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA), a qualitative research
methodology that. draws upon the knowledge of local people and incorporates their
perspectives-their .voires-as an integral part. of the investigation process. lust as .those
implementing a ·technical project recognize the need for a sense of "ownership" by local
participants,· the LTC team believes that the local people must also ha¥e a sense of ownership
of the research phase of the undertaking.

While PRA normally relies on a multidisciplinary team, the LTC venture is composed
uniquely of social· scientists. To achieve a multiplicity of focus, therefore, discussion among
the LTC team and the NRMproject technical personnel is a constant, continual process. The
methodology employed by the LTC team also entails spending a limited but intensi¥e time
at each study site, using a range of techniques to promote active participation of the. local
populatioft in the collection and analysis of information.

1.2.10amcTIVES

The objectives of research, identified before commencing fieldwork in the Diafore
watershed, weredetermined·largely·by.the broad purposes outlined in the contract between
LTCaod USAID/Conakry. The field study component was designed to identify (1) natural
resource utilization strategies found in· the village territories and the watershed; (2) village
territories of each· of the villages in the watershed and conflicts that might surround their
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definition; (3) natural-resource tenure systems established in the villages; (4). institutions and
rules governing the management of natural resources; and (5) key tenure and management
issues and· problem areas for project implementation.

Not only was gathering this information for each village considered crucial, ·but also we
sought to understand the interrelationships among villages. For power relationships and tenure
disputes do not stop at village limits or upon leaving the watershed-indeed, such boundaries
themselves often engender conflicts.

1.2.2 CHOICE OF SITE

The Diafore watershed was chosen·byUSAID. for project activity prior to the arrival of
the LTC research team. ·The LTC team will now conduct research in all three watersheds
where· USAID.has ongoing undertakings.

During this initial period, the team decided to .operate in all of the villages within the
boundaries of the watershed. This presence bas given team members an opportunity to
identify independent· and unique issues ·of individual villages. During subsequent fieldwork,
more focused and directed· research will be conducted in certain.villages or within particular
subpopulations according to project needs.

1.2.3 PROGRAM OF ACTIVITIES

The field research has followed a flexible program of activities, with the first field visit
beginning on 27 January· 1994 and continuing to date. The team worked in each of ten
villages for at least a week, returning to the locales when they had specific issues to study.2

Preliminary analysis was conducted throughout the fieldwork and during intermittent stays
in Labe; final· analysis and writing followed the completion of the field studies.

Thcteam used a wide variety of PRA tools in the field to gather the information.presented
in .this report. These techniques included participatory mapping; transects; semistructured
individual and group interviews; Venn diagrams of institutional relations; historical matrices;
historical profiles; ·and specific site visits to. water sources, fields, and the like. In the
evenings the team members discussed the day's findings and analyzed the information
collected. On many ·occasions they spent part of the evening casually visiting with . the
villagers, finding it a comfortable way to continue gathering information.

2. There are ten (IO) villages located within thehoundaries of the Diafore watershed. An eleventh village,
I{oombama,was studied even though it is formally found outside of the watershed. This village was included
in the initial investigation due to its proximity to the basin and because of its obvious relations with BRP
villages. Then, subsequent to our work in Koumbama, we were told that the village·has been officially added
to tBe project scope. Since during the initial visit to the village we were concerned mainly witbidentifying the
interactions and associations of its residents with the BRP population, a follow-up visit is now required to record
tenure and management issues specific to Koumbama.
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The LTC.teamalsomet with BRP project members on .numerous occasions todiscuss·its
research fmdingswith the technical team. Several times during the fieldwork LTC arranged
meetings with the subprefect, seated in Kouratongo, to review· land-tenure conflicts and
natural-resource issues that he was aware of or had been called upon to resolve.

1.2.4 LIMITS OF THE STUDY

These initi3.1months of fieldwork in.theDiafore watershed have been highly successful,
allowing the presentation of important research findings in this report. Great ·patience and
persistence were required from the team members, however, as they met with continued
reticence and suspicion from the local population. The main limiting factor to LTC research
has been the reluctance of villagers to disclose any detailed information, especially concerning
land tenure. ThePeul ethn~c group is known for its private and reserved nature under any
circumstances; the political history ofGuinea only adds to the participant's apprehensiveness.

The team intended to speak with a wide spectrum of the population, including women and
men, members of different age groups,·an.d people from various castes and classes. Achieving
this goal proved difficult, since at times influential members of the community did everything
in their power to control whom we saw and spoke with in the village. Through persistence,
combined with patience and creative maneuvering, we managed to .minimize the biases·of
such a controlled environment.

Crosschecking. information. is.· an essential field· technique since the villagers often· were
reticentandsometimes<misled us. We repeatedly verified details and data within and between
villages to ensure that the information gathered .was sound and accurate.

Assembling information· from and about women in the villages presents unique and
nagging problems. Women are often either not allowed or not inclined to speak openly with
team members about •natural-resource management and tenure issues. Both men and women
minimize, if not negate, women's roles in.natural-resource use and management.· The team
continues to make every effort to incorporate women and to give them avoice,but we have
not.foundaneasy means by which to do this. Women's marginalized position in local society
easily translates into a depressed position in the research process.

Aflnal limitatio8.of the field study is the unbalanced composition of the research team
from a disciplinary perspective. At times we recognize that having more technical expertise
would be helpful,but we hope that our ongoing<discussions with BRP project personnel will
minimize this disciplinary imbalance and enlighten our research efforts.
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2. INTRODUCTION TO THE DlAFoRE WATERSHED

2.1 PHYSICAL .SETTING

The Diaforewatershed (see map, figure 2) is situated in the midst of an expansive bowal,or
lateritic plain, 120 kilometers northeast of Labe. The watershed covers a total land area of
60 kilometers squared (6,OOOhectares),located between 11 °27' and 11 °39' north and 11 °23'
and 11 °34' west.

2.1.1 LAND RESOURCES

The extent of the cultivation and grazing zones in the watershed is restrained and
insufficient for the population actually exploiting these resources in the area. The diminishing
land/user. ratio has caused the population continually to shorten the fallow period,which
currently lasts between five and seven years.

The most outstanding geographic feature found in the watershed is the abundance of
bowal (approximately 50 percent of the watershed's total area) and the correlated deficiency
of tillable land. Quite atypical of much of Fouta lalon, all of the villages in the watershed,
misside and runde alike, are situated along the watercourses in the valleys. These valleys
constitute a mere 20 percent of the watershed's area. "Varied slopes"make up 30 percent of
the watershed.3 Thus,agriculturally productive landis at a premium in the Diafore watershed.

The villagers divide the land resources of the watershed into a number of specific>micro
ecological zones, including bowal, hansaghere, n'dantari, and dunkire.

The bowal is a plateau that is more or less barren of soil, though it does provide
important grazing during the dry season. This wne is burned annually during the dry season
toencoura.genewgrass. growth. More controlled burning and construction of·rock.•walls in
receot years have permitted some rehabilitation of the soils and vegetation of this area.

The hansaghere isa zone of medium to steep slopes. Erosion affects the soil composition
in this area, with the .remaining eroded soil being very rocky. This land type is found
throughout the Fouta and is the territory most favored for foniocultivation.

The n'dantariis the slightly sloping land in the valleys. The thin alluvium soils are
homogeneous andcompaot. Compared to the hansaghere, water infiltration in the n'dantan
is good, but these soils· acidify easily and lose their fertility.

3. This information is taken from a preproject baseline study completed forUSAIDlConakry.· See Bairdet
al. (1990).
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Du1ikire refers to the small zone bordering temporary aad perennial watercourses.. This
land reooives clay and sand deposits from seasonal overflow. The soil is humid throughout
most ofthe year. This is the micro-ecological zone-the watershed lowlands-that is the most
fertile and productive. Intermittent gallery forests are found in this area.

2.1.2 VEGETATION RESOURCES

Most people's initial response to seeing the Diafore watershed landscape (in the dry
season) is "stark." The lack of vegetation, especially during the dry seasonafterthebowal
grasses have been burned, gives the area a "moonscape" appearance. Small vegetated islands
on the bowal and limited swaths of protected gallery forests along the watercourses are the
extent of the watershed's forest resources. Vegetation at various stages of regeneration grows
in the fallowed hillside and valley fields.

The most common species found inthe watershed include nete (Parkiabiglobosa), thimme
(Milicia regia), endhamma (Holarrhena africana), kura (Parinari exelsa), teli (Erythrophleum
guineensis) , kaare (Butyrospermum parkii), thelen (Prosopisafricana), aad kankaliba
(Combreturn micranthum). The incidence of such Sahelian tree species as the baobab
(Adonsonia digitata) shows that the watershed lies within a savanna transitional zone.

2.1.3 PRECIPITATION AND WATER RESOURCES

The area is considered a transitional zone. between Fouta Jalon and Upper Guinea, as
evidenced by the lower rainfall received (1,200-1,600 mm) compared to much of the rest of
Fouta Jalon(1,600-2,OOO mm).

The Diafore.watershedconstitutes partof the headwaters for the Bafing, which eventu.a1ly
flows into the Senegal River. The principal watercourse in the watershed, the Diafore is
composed .of three major branches: the Kouratongo, the Koumbama/Fulasso, and the Koune.

Today none of the branches of the Diafore flows continually throughout the year, and
during .the dry season the watercourses break into a series of stagnant ponds. There are some
permanent springs in the watershed, but the number has diminished over the past several
decades. Villagers cited approximately twenty-five springs, including both permanent and
seasonal sources. The reasons for the drying up of water sources need to be further examined
and the population must come to understand the relationship between land use,groundcover,
and ground-water availability.

The population's reliance on these water resources for human and animal consumption,
bathing, .and washing. has diminished with an increased reliance on wells found in •many .·of
the compounds in the watershed. Most of the wells have been dug in the past ten to fifteen
years; some go dry during the late dry season but most have water year-round.
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2.2 SOCIAL SETTING

The Diafore watershed was home to. the Jalonke before the area was taken over by Islamized
Fulbe immigrants. Today the population of the watershed is a blend of Fulbe excaptives of
diverse origins, with a few families identifying themselves ethnically as Jalonke.

Informants maintain that historically different segments of the population were more
specialized in particular resource-use activities than is currently the case. For example, the
families of Dow Diafore were primarily cultivators and hunters, those of Gadha Diafore were
predominately herders, and villagers ofLey Diafore emphasized field cultivation. Today most
villagers combine cultivation and animal owning; fishing and hunting have all but
disappeared, and. exploitation of forest resources has declined rapidly. The majority of
households do not rely solely on exploitation of the natural resources found in the watershed,
but send one or more family members out of the zone in search of wage labor.

The separate slave villages, such as·· Foreya, Gadha DiaforeKoune, and Diafore Koune,
were created early in the settlement of the zone. Over the decades the excaptives have gained
agreatdeal·ofindependence·and·greater equality in relation to the Peul nobles. The assertion
that excaptives in the watershed are far less subjugated than in the past is not in question, but
the fact that nobles continue to exert incredible dominance over access to land is no less
debatable. The exact nature of this relationship varies from village to village but plays. a
significant role throughout the area. The critical relationship between nobles, captives, and
land will be examined in a subsequent section of this report.

Each of the villages classified as a slave village is also home· to one ·or several noble
families, with· the exception of Foreya. The ·reasons for this settlementpattem are not yet
clear,but it will be important to understand the role of these resident nobles in controlling
access to and use of the (otherwise) slave village's natural resources.

The watershed's population (1,805 inhabitantsin 1990) is divided between ten villages and
ha.mlets. Kouneaad Kouratongo Center are the largest villages; each is also the site of a
mosque. Konne. is the original Islamized Fulbe settlement in the area. Kouratongo Center,
however, is the present site of the subprefecture, a factor that causes indisputable tension
between the villagers of Kouratongo and Koune.

A third mosque is· now being constructed in Koumbama, a large village situated just
outside of the watershed limits. Koumbamahas been incorporated into the project boundaries
because of its close ties with villages in the· watershed.

The watershed falls entirely within the administrative boundaries of the Kouratongo
District of the Kouratongo Subprefecturein the Tougue Prefecture. The district is one of four
that makeup the subprefecture; it is further subdivided into seven sectors. Sector and district
council members represent the villagers·in·the·Communaute Rurale·de Developpement, which
regroups all four districts of the ·subprefecture.



Seasonal out-migration during the dry season is prevalent in the Diaforewatershed. Both
men and women (especially from the excaptive villages) travel to Mali during thedrysea.son
to imine and wash gold. This exodus, even if only seasonal, will affect project design and
implementation since the younger and more able segment of the population often leaves. Until
these people see that the benefits of proJectactivity warrant their staying, the proJect cannot
count on th.e labor and initiative of an important portion of the population. If this segment of
the population eventually.chooses to remain in the watershed, gaining access ·to.productive
land may pose problems.
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3. NATURAL-RESOURCE USE IN TIlE DIAFORE WATERSHED

In this chapter we. describe how the population uses various natural resources found in the
watershed, ·with particular interest in the differences between various user groups. Natural
resources are used by all inhabitants, but the population is not homogeneous in the manner
of exploitation. Resource use varies by gender, age, social class or caste, residence status,
and specific occupational needs. This section begins with some general observations about
resource use patterns by the different segments of society. Utilization of land, forest, and
water resources are discussed in ·turn.

3.1 GENERAL OBSERVATIONS CONCERNING USE OF NATURAL RESOURCES

IN DIAFORE WATERSHED

Gender differences. Ina society where roles between men and women are well defined and
generally respected, it comes as no .surprise that·women and· men make quite different.use of
the natural resources in their zone. That isoot to say that one group has higher use rates than
the other. Both men and women extensively exploit the water, forest, and land resources of
their territories..Competition between men and .women over resource use appears to be
minimal, however,probably because their resource use patterns do not habitually overlap.
Another reason for the lack of competition is men's nearly total control over decisions
concerning resource··use in their community. A woman's use of a plot of land, for example,
is wholly dependent on permission froffi>aman.

Differences by age group. Fulbe society is highly stratified by age, with each age group
making. distinct· use. of the natural resources. available to them. While the older segment of the
society·.mayuse (in the sense of consume) .a.greater portion of some of the resources, they
are. not the primary exploiters of any of the natural resources. Active adults between the ages
of 30 and 55 are clearly the principal· resource users. While this segment of the population
playsanitnJ:K}rtant rolein the day-to-day management of resources, theindividuals acquiesce
to village elders· for conflict resolution and. more important village- and family-level resource
use decisions.

Caste differences. The. resource use. differences that exist ·between nobles .·and .excap
tiveslcastedgroupsarevery significant. Thatis not to say that these social groups always use
resources differently. For example, excaptive women and noble women alike cultivate
suntuure fields,andmembers of all social groups cultiv.ate outer fields. In the past, captives
cultivatedrnorethan the nobles, whose use of land and forestresources was confined largely
to pastoral activities. Today, land is used for cultivation and herding by both·excaptives and
nobles.Castedpoople andexcaptives, who tend to specialize in wood-and metal-working,
exploit more forest resources than other groups.
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Residents 8ndoutsiders. Little was said about problems withnatura}-resouFceuseby
nonresidents of the. watershed. Some villagers maintained that openaccess.·to forest resources
in their. village territory ·is restricted to ·sector associates. Most watershed residents did not
give any examples of "outsiders," however tbey chose to define them,coming into the zone
to exploit resources.

3.2 USE OF LAND RESOURCES

Agriculture and herding constitute the principal activities in the watershed. Both economic
activities make extensive use of the land resources found in the area and beyond its borders.
The basic way that land is used and the practices of cultivation have· changed little over the
generations (except for a brief and disastrous period of tractor cultivation duringSekou
Toure's·rule). Land-use practices· for cultivation of inner and outer fields and for· herding are
briefly described in this section.4

3.2.1 INNER FIELDS

The suntuure fields most often are situated in the interior of a household's compound,
surrounding the user's home, though suntuure field extensions may be located on available
land toward the limits of tbe village. All of the suntuure fields in the Diafore watershed are
situated on n'dantari soils ·of the alluvial.plain. The soils are fine, sandy .clays and can be
worked relatively easily. By March most of the soil in the suntuure has been turned in
anticipation of the planting season, whicb begins with the rains (usually lasting from May
through October).

Each woman in the village has (relatively) secure access to an .inner· .field through
marriage. Men hold ultimate rights to the land, but women exploit the .. fields. The annual
crops that women ·cultivate in their suntuurevary, but most fields include multistoried
production of com, manioc, sweet potato, taro, and sundry smallcondiment crops. A variety
of fruit trees, includingmango,papaya, orange, and avocado, grow in the inner fields. These
trees have increased in ·importance over the· years and remain .the male .property owner's
domain.

The intensive cultivation practiced in the suntuure requires that soil fertility be maintained
through consistent manuring and mulching. Maintenance of this fertility is the sole
responsibility of a woman, and her investment in soil building. will vary according to her
work load and physical strength (closely related to her age). Most of the suntuure fields were
partitioned by ditches, which have been dug to .prevent erosion. Cultivation of these inner
fields remains intensive and an important source of production, but yields have been
diminishing in recent .years due to diminished rainfall and increased termite infestations.

4. A fOOre thorough examination of resource use can be found in Fischer et al. (1993),thefirstLTC-Fouta.
Jallon report; present discussion is limited to the specificities found in the Diafore watershed.
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Many of the suntuure fields in the Diafore watershed include a portion of .land that the
men cultivate in outer-field crops. This accounts for the very large expanses of fenced-in
suntuure land.

3.2.2 OU"fER FIELDS

The .outer fields, whether situated on surrounding hillsides (fello/hansaghere soils) or in
valley bottoms (dunkirelhollaade soils), are traditionally the men's domain. All the villages
in the Diafore watershed have access to both hillside and valley fields, though some of the
cultivation zones are positioned beyond the watershed's boundaries. In particular, Diafore
Dow villagers·contend that today they cultivate more land outside their territory than in the
past. Gallery forests have been cleared intermittently over the last fifteen years as villagers
have sought viable land to cultivate. People prefer cultivating valley-bottom fields, but
Forestry Service agents have·increasinglyprohibited farming in this zone. The villagers have
moved into areas less· controlled by forestry agents, expanding their exploitation. of hillsides
and valley bottoms .. farther from the watchful eyes of the agents. (See table 1 for a list of
cultivation zones.)

In the valley fields,fonioand rice are.the principal crops. On the hillsides, peanuts.are
added as a.possiblecrop choice. With the decline of rain since the 1970s, the villagers have
abandoned long-season, slow-growing varieties. Due to growing population pressures and the
restrictions·on land use, the length of fallow has been shortened over the years and today
averages three to ten years. The length of the fallow depends, on the one hand, on the
availability of land and, on the other, on the crop cultivated. On river-bank and valley-bottom
land, the fallow rarely exceeds seven years. Fears of reprisals and heavy fines by forestry
agents, however, have made some people leave their river-bank fields uncultivated for much
longer periods. of time than they would· otherwise choose.

Today many women cultivate parcels in the outer fields on a portion of their husbands'
fields. In the past, the outer fields were more clearly the domain of men, but with the rural
exodus of active male workers, women fill the labor deficit in the outer fields.

Over the years women and men in the· watershed have attempted gardening projects on
outer-field land along the stream channels,but presently most have abandoned their efforts.
The villagers cite severe problems with insects, birds, primates, and herded animals as the
cause for·the failures. A few men, in·Koumbama, KouneMisside, and Diafore Dow, have
started banana plantations, with others voicing interest in such developments.

Several techniques are used by cultivators to protect the soil and to encourage rapid
regeneratioll ofthe vegetation. The constructiollof rock walls·in the hillside fields, ·as aft anti
erosion technique, is used effectively byS0me farmers. in the watershed. The populatioll
seems to appreciate the efficacy of such ·measures, though the practice is not· used .by many
cultivators .and others admit that it has fallen into .disuse. To encourage rapid regeneration,
trees are felled at shoulder height. Additionally, many valuable tree species are left standing
in fields cleared for cultivation.
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Water ·.0...rC88 and· cultivation zones in Diaforewatershed

VILLAGE WATER SOURCES CULTIVATION ZONES

GadhaOiafore BhunduDiafore(D)
Koune Bihundu Dyaali Diafore

Bamba
Bamba
Dyolol
Diaberemere
Samba: Kalakou
Tongole
Hoore Ndantari
Samba
Sabara
Diaberemere
Koole Buuba, autour duviUage
Samba
"The dunki and the hillside fields
that surround Foreya"
Tyankun Kolabhe (lent to Koune
Misside);
Daande TyangoIGonkudyi(prop
erty' of .Koune Misside);
FeUo and Ley Seere: along the
watercourse; Di·aforewol and
Dyooli: .near the villages
ley Seera (to·the east) on the
hillsides, ley Tyankun (also to
the east), WuroFeUo(north..
east), Salenga (south),
Ndantaari.
Along the tyangol(from Foreya,
aU the way to Mirire), FeUoLey
Saera, Dyoolol Ansou, Tyangol
Salenge, Tongole (in the ·past),
TyankunKolebhe, Gonkudyi,
Beala .Koura, Santa Daarabha.

KooleBuube,Bananadye, Bara·
kali, Teliko, Butlere, Ndantaari,
Pella.

Bhundu Dow Saare
Bhundu Nonghne

Bhundu Dow Sare
Bhundu "near the parawol"
Bhundu Ka Mirihun
Bhundu Ka Hoare Weedu
Bhundu Kadjore
Bhundu "near Modi Conte' fence"
Bhundu "near DidereNege"
Bhundu Ko Hoare
Tyeekehi
Bhundu Ndu Soppaka H.aa H.ande
Bhundu Ko Thierno
Bh,undu Wadhundu 'DyigiDyigire

Bhundu Suudhi' Ndu
Bhundu·Mody Ousmane, next to a

little hut
Bhundu Nongne

Koumbama

Dow 'Oiafore
GadhaDiafore Bhundu Kadyo' (D)

BhunduMangassabou (0)
Bhundu Dagara (0)

Ley Diafore Bhundu Dhatal.Gollo

Weendu Mangassabou
Weedu Feto
Weedu Teli
WeeduNeene .Boori

Diafere .Koune TyankunManga Bala
Tyankun Alpha' Aguibou

Oiaberemere
Foreya

Koune.Misside

Kouratongo
Ley

Kourato.ngo
Dow

(0) = Dries up at some point during. the dry season.
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3.2.3 USE OF LAND FOR GRAZING

All land thatis not fenced off for cultivation is potential grazing land, though the effective
use of this land is limited by (1) villagers who control herd movement in the rainy season and
(2) seasonal availability of water and forage. During the rainy season, the herds are kept close
to the villages and are carefully surveyed to avoid their entering into cultivated fIelds .. While
some villagers claimed that they corral their animals at the outer edge of the village during
the rainy season, .. most people simply keep their animals close to the hamlet on fallow and
bowalland. After the fields are harvested, herds no longer require surveillance. As the grass
species beoomedesiccated, the herds move into the moister, greener valleys. The herds of
each village have regular dry-season grazing sites where they remain throughout the season.
The lack of sufficient water and fodder at anyone locale requires tbat the animals. be free to
roam..Following the burning of the bowaJ,animals return to that zone in search of new green
growth,but their penetration of the bowal is limited, once again, by the availability ofwa.ter.

Informants throughout the Diafore watershed asserted that, in the past, their herds
remained in close proximity to the village year-round because fodder was sufficiently
abundant. Only during the past fifteen· to twenty years have the herds been forced to wander
greater distances in search of pasture.

Excaptives began keeping cattle in the 1950s. Prior to that time members of this group
owned goats and sheep but rarely owned cattle. Noble and excaptive women keep herds that
they received as part of their· dowries.

Herd sizes steadily diminished during the First Republic because of the regime's
exploitative and repressive economic. policies in relation to animal owners. Presently, the
Fulbe andexcaptivesalikeare investing in cattle and smaller livestock. Although fodder and
dry-season.· water sources are difficult to· ensure at times, these factors have not· limited
investments in animals ·thus· far.

3.3 USE OF FOREST RESOURCES

Forest products constitute an important, but diminishing, resource in the Diafore watershed.
FOl"e$tresourcesare used for a wide variety of purposes. The most importantspeciesmclude
nete, .kare, sindya, bani, kahi, tyelen, tyimme, lebe, lenge, pellitoro, tyewe,kewe,. kossi,
malanga, kaadyo, SOOmD, boyle, and buru. A number of informants noted thatkewe is
increasingly scarce in the zone since it is widely used for house construction. Most of the
wood,of a variety of species, is consumed locally for construction, fencing, and.c.ooking
fuel. Other species are exploited for commercial purposes (i.e., fabrication of. boards),
especially tbetyimme, kahi, and soomo.In the past,men in Gadha Diafore Kounecutboards
and sold them outside the watershed. In addition to wood, certain tree species are used for
their roots, bark, leaves, and fruit; for medicinal purposes; for cooking;. and for direct food
consumption; they canaIso supply forage for herded animals.
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Villagers reported that their use of wood has increased over the years primarily due to
house construction.. In contrast, the use ·of other tree products has diminished over' time,
especially .with the increased use of Western medicinal products and because women employ
alternative products for food preparation.

In the colonial era the population of the watershed was forced to collect rubber from
naturally growing· rubber plants. Villagers were required to pay colonial taxes and fees in
kind with rubber, until Yassine Dialloput a stop to these demands near the end of French
rule. During a period of very high demand, the villagers planted rubber to ensure that they
would· have a secure source, but most of these plants were never exploited because the
practice of rubber payments had come to an end before the plants were mature.

Regardless of the use made of the trees, villagers who cut wood use techniques that
encourage rapid .regeneration. Trees are .felled at shoulder level to facilitate regrowth;
coppicing is·done selectively and with care-branches are cut at a certain distance from the
trunk, for example.

3.4 USE OF WATER RESOURCES

According to inhabitants, water is the resource .in· shortest supply in the Diafore watershed.
Ironically, the Fouta Jalon is described··· often as West Africa's "water tower." In the Diafore
watershed, .. the decline· of rainfall·and the degradation of natural water sources··· has· mounted
over the past two decades, presently causing significant difficulties for the population. The
villagers increasingly encounter problems in meeting their water needs for direct consumption
and.production activities. Natural springs, which once flowed continuously even during the
dryseason,dwindle and compound wells desiccate. Rainfall has declined toa degree thatthe
change has affected land and crop choices. Furthermore, herd movements are restricted due
to the lack of adequate water sources. As noted above, the lack of water has not been so
severe, however,as to limit the accumulation of herd animals. Many women said that dry
season gardening is impossible unless their water is regulated. As wells and natural springs
dry up with ·the progression of the dry season, women are forced to spend· more time
collecting water.

Village water needs are supplied from three main sources: household wells, rainwater
during the rainy season, and perennial springs. Most wells have been constructed ·over tbe
past .ten to· fifteen years. Late in the ·dry season, when most wells have gone dry, the
perennial springs provide the last possible water source for both the human populations and
their herds. The number of perennial springs has declined considerably ·over the years (see
table 1,p.14, fora list of village water sources).

Local efforts to maintain and protect water sources have diminished over the past decade
in direct correlation to the insta1lationof household wells. Villagers throughout the watershed
have relaxed enforcement of the management rules that regulated· the maintenance and
protection of the water supply. In Dow Diafore, the village elders asserted· that they no longer
needed to protect. the Diafore fount .because they now are "protected against the· .spirits that
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once inhabited and.controlled the >S()urce." While villagers oncefea.red cutting even a blade
of grass, they are.· now cutting trees.

In Koune,. the land surrounding one important perennial water source was first cleared and
cultivated approximately .ten years ago. According to one elder, such an event would never
have ·occurred .in the past. Although the land inclose proximity to· the source is held· by
individuals, ·these people once refrained from clearing land bordering the.water fount. Near
the endofSekou Toure's rule, the practices and knowledge of the elders were reJected by the
village youth, and with this abandonment of "tradition" came the destruction of many of the
natural springs in the zone. Recently both young and old villagers have become more inclin.ed
to admit the utility ·of such historical practices as protecting communal water supplies.
According .to the elder of Koune, greater distances are again left uncleared when fields are
cultivated near a water source.
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4. TERROIR VILLAGEOIS APPROACH TO NATURAL-RESOURCE

MANAGEMENT IN TIlE DIAFORE WATERSHED

This section outlines the terroir villageois approach to resource management and discusses
this technique in ·relation to the Diafore watershed. The NRM project is designed to work
with local populations in the management of natural resources. The terroir villageois
approach, the use of which is prescribed by the Government of Guinea's (GOG's) national
agricultural policy,. is seen as.a sound way to· encourage and facilitate greater decentralization
and local-level participation. Some of the positive aspects and difficulties of applying this
procedure ·are •discussed below.

4.1 TERROIRVILLAGEOIS APPROACH TO RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

This study was concerned, among other things, with understanding how local populations
defme their .village territories as an initial step in instituting the terroir villageoisapproach
for promoting local-level natural-resource management. The terroir villageoisisthe land area
that is habitually used by members of· an agrarian community for their livelihoods, with
boundaries recognized by members of the spatial unit and by people residing outside of the
territory. The terroir .. villageois is thus.a socially meaningful spatial unit for insiders and
outsiders alike.5

In the Diaforewatershed, it is important not to confuse or equate the terroir-villageois
with a village's resource-use zone. The two spaces rarely coincide exactly, with a village's
use spacealmQstalways being more expansive than its terroir. Defining andbQunding
resource-use spaces .for the purpose of management in the BRP-Diafore will require. careful
attention to the realities found in the watershed and demand the cooperation between villages.

Some resource-use activities are bounded spatially far more easily than others. For
example, the cultivation. zones belonging to or exploited by each village in the Diafore
watershed can be identified relatively easily. Significantly, most villages have important
cultivation· zones situated outside of their terroirs. In contrast,herding activities do not
accommodate strict spatial bounding. The area cultivatedbya population.ofaparticular
village,· the zones they use for grazing, the places where· they· may fish and hunt, and the
domain over which they exert political andlor resource-management control may all have
different boundaries.. Furthermore, village territorial· limits often have little meaning in
relation to the felling of trees or the collection of deadwood and grasses .or the pasturing of
animals. The. exploitation of different zones for distinct resource-use activities markedly
complicates the· delimitation of village territories and the utility of such boundaries for
management objectives.

5. See Painter (1991) for a detailed discussion of the terroir villageois approach.
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In the Diafore watershed,someof the villages are dominant, inhabited entirely by nobles
(Dow,Gadha,and Ley Diafore), and one village is dependent, composed uniquely of
excaptives (Foreya). Several other dominant villages have mixed populations, made up of
both nobles and excaptives (Koune, Dow Kouratongo, Ley Kouratongo, and Koumbama),
while two dependent villages also have mixed populations (Gadha Diafore Koune and Diafore
Koune). The status of the villagers determines, in part, the community's capacity to manage
the resources that it uses. The noble Fulbe in Fouta Jalon historically did not cultivate, and
yet they exerted-and continue to exert-control over most of the land in Fouta. Today, most
of the villages,dominant and dependent alike, have clear claims to their terrolrs either
through right of conquest (the villages with dominant status) or through abdication (that is,
the dominant village has ceded the right.to exploit land and natural resources within.its limits
to dependent villages). Only one village, Gadha Diafore Koune, is clearly more dependent
than the·others·concerning rights to land and control over territory. The full extent of Gadha
Diafore Koune's terrolr is claimed by the dominant village of Koune, though this village has
ceded full rights to household and inner-field land to their excaptives. While Dow and Ley
Diafore claim that the terroir of Foreya theoretically lies within their joint terroirboundaries,
they have ceded limited .transfer ·rights to the Foreya villagers.

Most excaptives in·the watershed appear·to hold very strong usufruct rights over the.land
that they cultivate. Yet, their autonomy to manage tree and water resources or make
permanent· changes. on. the cultivated. land remains limited to the extent that nobles exercise
their· historical right to control. resource· use. The meaning of·the terrolr villageois, and the
potential and utility of employing this spatial unit as a resource management domain, will
vary from village to village. As a general rule, villages with dependentstatus will be more
limited in.·managing and controlling the use of their natural resources than will dominant
villages.

For all the villages, careful consideration will need to be given to the management
capabilities. of existing community institutions. New institutions may need to be formed to
manage terroir natural resources. Furthermore, only through a process of negotiation between
neighboring dominant and dependent villages and between local·populations and state agencies
can territorial management units be delimited and mutually acceptable management rules and
rights be mediated. Resource managem-ent using the terrolr villageois approach can work
solely if resource users have greater control over their resources. Land-use.decision-makers,
particularly the forest service (DNFC) and other local political authorities, need to be
implicated in the terroir resource-management plans. These authorities must be willing and
active participants in the process. if the villages' rights and efforts to manage their resources
are going to· have meaning.

The terroir villageols technique has heretofore been· applied to West African situations
where a significant portion of a village's· territory is.recognized as the commons or communal
property ·of the. hamlet. Common-property land resources are virtually nonexistent in the
Diafore watershed and throughout Fouta Jalon. This poses· a certain number of problems,
since ORe of the· aims.of a terroir natural-resource ·management plan is to set aside particular
portions of communal land for grazing uses, as protected forest reserve, or for .other
communal resource-use activities. In the watershed, the villagers will be forced· to negotiate
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with individual landowners to cede their land rights to the village for communal management
and ownership. The project has already begun to explore the necessary steps for acquiring
land around particular water sources to put into reserve status. The amount.of land that the
village will be able to procure in this manner and manage as common property will be
limited, however, and this restricts the types of activity that can be effectively carried out.

Employing the concept of terroir villageois for resource management in the Diafore
watershed must remain supple in its operation, with constant awareness of the specificities
of the place and the social groups to which it is being applied. The terroir villageois has
proved to be an effective management unit because it is based on a socially· meaningful
element. If no such spatial unit exists, or if the population using the natural resources is not
the same as that. which ultimately controls access to and management of the· resources,
delimiting boundaries and employing the terroirvillageoisapproach will be meaningless and,
therefore, ineffective.

4.2 DEFINING TERRITORIAL BOUNDARIES IN THE DIAFORE WATERSHED

The village elders act as a living cadastre, with knowledge of village boundaries being passed
down through the generations. If and when the project staff assists in establishing village
territorial boundaries, the elders of each village implicated should be present.. In our initial
investigations of village boundaries, the ease and confidence with which different village
populations delimited their village lands varied considerably. Most informants gave fairly
precise indicatiaBsof their village's territorial limits, ·especially .conceming· the limits ··to
cultivation zones.. The respondents were slightly less precise concerning the extent of the
bowal included in their territory. In the process of defining these borders, several boundary
conflicts were exposed and some of the difficulties with applying this concept to the Diafore
watershed ·were revealed.

Confusion quickly mounts when the question of village boundaries is discussed with
villagers from the three Diafores: Dow Diafore, Gadha Diafore, and Ley Diafore. Dow
Diafore villagers initially maintained that no real boundary exists between the three
villages-that all land originally "belonged" to the first settlers of Dow Diafore but was
subsequeotly subdivided between the residents. Only upon realizing that we would· pose the
same questions io Gadha Diafore did the head of Dow Diafore refer to a boundary between
the two villages. He argued that the boundary which Gadha Diafore villagers would· advance
wasnnt· a true limit and was not recognized by anyone outside of Gadha Diafore. The
villagers of Gadha Diafore, indeed, did have a clear idea of their territorial limits with the
two Diafores· ·08 either side. Needless to say, the boundaries given by the· two village
populations did not .·concur, with GadhaDiafore laying claim to far more land than Dow
Diaforerecognized. In contrast, the boundaries defined by· Ley Diafore villagers agreed with
those of Dow Diafore. Not surprisingly, Dow and Ley Diafore villagers claim closer
fratemitywith one another than with the Gadha Diafore population.

Interestingly, villagers of Dow Diafore had no problem defining the boundary between
the three DiaforesandForeya,where their excaptives reside. The villagers· of Dow Diafore
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continue taeontend that the allaf the land used by Foreya residents· belongs.ultimately to
Dow Diafore. The nobles of Dow Diafore·maintain, however,. that they would never attempt
to take away.land that isbeing·exploitedby Foreya villagers, having over the decades. ceded
to them virtually total rights.

Two excaptive village populations, those of Foreya and Diafore Koune, dispute their
village boundaries. The controversy erupted when two villagers, one from Foreya and the
other from Diafore Koune, claimed rights to the same land. The villagers of Foreyaassert
that the people of DiaforeKoune are attempting to expand their territorial control. Notably,
this border conflictbetween the inhabitants of two (ex-)captive villages was mediated by their
respective nobles in Ley Diafore and Koune Misside, but it remains unresolved.

Koune disputes its territorial boundaries with two villages situated outside of the
BRP-Diafore, Bella Koure and Lagui. No resolution has been achieved, but.all parties were
prepared to call upon the elders of the area to walk each village's boundaries.

No other intervillage boundary disputes have been exposed through the· discussions
completed thus far. This does not preclude .. that other conflicts ·will not surface if a process
of territorial delimitation is undertaken. Indeed, additional· boundary conflicts should be
anticipated.

4.3 COMPLICATIONS IN APPLYING THE TERROIR VILLAGEOIS APPROACH IN
THEDIAFORE WATERSHED: UNEQUAL RIGHTS TO RESOURCE USE

Drawing boundaries around a land area that constitutes·a population's use space and securing
rights for those users that are adequate to provide sound long-term management of the
resources in the territory need not be·analogousprocedures. They appear not to be tantamount
in all situations in the Diaforewatershed. The terroir villageois approach tends to view the
village community as a homogeneous, largely undifferentiated, independent entity. Such
assumptions are clearly inappropriate for .the Diafore watershed (as they are for most
situations), where social differentiation has an impact on the ability .and autonomy of
individuals within specific social categories to manage their natural resources.

Excaptives'rights to. make ·decisions concerning the management of natural resources are
limited. in. comparison.with the nobles'. While excaptives have gained clear usufruct to land
for continual seasonal cultivation, their use rights are not equal to the rights that nobles
retain. The limited' rights· extended to excaptives translate into restricted tenure security.
Security of holding, in.turn, influences the land user's ability.to make long-term management
decisions and to adopt practices to protect and regenerate natural resources. Excaptives'
adoption of new land uses or management practices that increase the land user's claim. on the
land,sDchasthe planting of permanent tree crops, are likely to be prohibited by the nobles,
who hold ultimate rights to the land.

Thus, .while theexcaptives may have a clear sense of a resource use space, they hold only
limited license ·todetermine how the natural resources· in that space will be used. Sound
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namnd.--resoureemanagement requires an extended time frame. Security of tenur~ increases
the resource user's incentive to accept short-term opportunity costs. and to. make necessary
itlv_~ntsitlsustalnabllity•.. Thete"'~itavproach relies on a "sense of appropriation or
belongingnessandoommunity responsibility for its useful environment" (Painter 1991, p. 14).
Assigning responsibility toexcaptives . for .natural-resource management in their terroir
iRvolves a relationship between user and use spare that seems tenuous, at best.

Asignifica.rtt bias of the terroirvillageois approach is that this unit of development
intervention is appropriate tosedeRtaryforms of resource use but not to the. realities of
pastoral resource management or hURting and gathering activities. The local action spaces of
all resource uses. mustbe integrated in ways that are acceptable to all users. Natural-resource
management in Diafore watershed villages will require incorporating the needs of ail the user
groups, which calls into question the effectiveness and appropriateness of the terrolr
techRique.
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5. TENURE AND MANAGEMENT OF CULTIVATED LAND RESOURCES

5.1 INTRODUCTION

Land resources in the area are divided between villages, with village lands being further
distributed among clans and, more specifically, among male family members.6 None of the
land is farmed on a communal or lineage basis. Clans, and by implication, individuals, do
not have equally sized landholdings. On the one hand, this has to do with which. cIanIs
waslwere the first arrivals in the village; on the other hand, it has to do with each clan's
principal activity or role in local society. The clan that held, and may still hold, .primary
political power in the village often is the clan with the smallest portion of agricultural land
because. the clan apportioned their land to win political support.

Individual male family members hold rights to separate portions of the family'sland that
they have inherited. Each individual asserts autonomous rights over his landholdings. The
indigenous land-tenure system found in the watershed-and· throughoutmuch.ofFouta
Jalon--recognizes privatization of rights in land. Complete individualization and privatization
of land rights, however, to···the point of holding the right to transfer land to someone.outside
of the lineage without Joint approval, do not appear to exist in the watershed at this time.

Landin the Diafore watershed can be acquired in various ways. The methods< of
acquisition include inheritance, loans,. gifts, appropriation. (initial clearing and use of part of
the poet of village land),. exchange, sharecropping 1 and sale. Most land is obtained through
nonmarketchannels,with inheritance being by far the most common method of procurement.
Appropriation is increasingly less frequent as .yet uncleared land becomes rare. Often land
settlements are arranged without problem; other times they are the source of profound
conflict. Examples of land disputes are discussed in section 4.

The system of land inheritance in the BRP-Diafore is founded, theoretically, on Islamic
principles.· However, there are .certain divergences in the local inheritance· practices from
Islamic rules. In.practice, a supple interpretation of Islamic principles by the Peuls permits:
(1) the oldest son to inherit the largest portion of his deceased father's wealth; (2) the wife
with the largest number of children to inherit the greatest portion of her deceased husband's
wealth; .and (3) the women not to inherit land.

Lands purchases are uncommon and have heretofore been restricted to compound land,
including.suntuurefields. In the majority· of cases of land·sales, .excaptivesconstitute the land
purchasers, and .tbeexmasters, the sellers. In other cases, strangers or newcomers have
purchased concession land from their village hosts. Land gifts, though theydooc.cur

6. The masoulmeproooun is used throughout .this section because land in the Diaforewatershed is held
uniquely and solely by males.



occasionall)', .are seen as problematic. The likelihood of eventual conflict between the
descendants of the land giver and those of the recipient appears high. S.everal informants
spoke of laRd exchanges between two individuals who find it to their mutual benefit and
convenience· to exchange their landholdings;· this usually happens because the one field is
closer to the. other person's compound.

Land lending, .an extremely .important practice in a society where landholdings. are
drastically unequal, is becoming increasingly difficult. Landholders are hesitant to lend out
their land,fearing that the land will be expropriated by the borrower. Land borrowing is best
understood ifdivided into two distinct categories, short- and long-term. First, there are short
term land loans, whereby the land is borrowed for one to two seasons. This strict time limit
is set to diminish the possibility of the land borrower's making permanent claims on the land.
Short-term land borrowers are expected ·to pay a 10 percent tithe, orfanlla, to the property
owner at the end of.eachseason. The land borrower has only limited use rights to the .land.
The second category of land borrowing involves land that is lent on a long-term basis, usually
an arrangement between excaptives and their exmasters. This relationship is quite different
from the first category of land borrowing. First, the majority of informants, bothexcaptives
and exmasters, claimed· that.the tithe was· rarely exchanged. Second, the .loans are· made· for
long periods of time-sometimes for several generations,whereby the land borrower's rights
to ··the land are transferred to his descendants. Many excaptives argue that this so-called
(primarily by.the nobles) borrowed land was first cleared and. cultivated by their ancestors,
who worked the land after laboring most of the day in their master's fields. This land was
never cultivated by the.nobles or for the nobles. The ambiguity arises because the land was
initially cleared and· cultivated when the captives were under the command of their masters.

The land rights .of this second category of borrowers are much more secure, but they
should·not be confused" with .the rights· of·true landowners. The landowner, or a··descendant
thereof,can reclaim rights· to land at the end of any cultivation season, even if no one in the
family. has cultivated the. field in the past. Furthermore, the land borrower's rights remain
limited throughout his tenure as borrower. These land users cannot, for example, plant trees
on· borrowoo·land. Nor can the land borrower lend the land ·to a·third party. Many .exmaster
land lenders made itclear· that they would keep close track of all project interventions on their
landholdings and would not hesitate to reclaim their land if they felt threatened with land loss
or wished to benefit from the land's increased value. Thus, the more secure land rights ofthe
long-term land borrowers could vanish in the face of project activities.

The issue·of excaptives ·as land borrowers is complex and could easily be the source of
future land conflicts. Some excaptives claim adamantly that they are not land borrowers and
that all the land they cultivate belongs to them. The inhabitants of Foreya are especially
caodid about their secure and total rights to the land within their terroir. The villagers of
Dow· and .Ley Diafore concur with Foreya inhabitants that they have little power to usurp the
land fouad within Foreya's territorial limits, and yet they also maintain that the outer-field
land of Foreya belongs ultimately to them and not to· theexcaptives. Significantly, the
villagers of Foreya rarely plant trees in their outer fields, a practice· that is more common
among nobles. Between Dow Diafore, Ley Diafore, and Foreya, however, there is little
chance that this ambiguity will cause problems in the future. Dow and Ley Diafore
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inhabitants made it clear that they would not claim rights to land in Foreya no matter what
project activity was implemented.

The situation between Gadha Diafore Koune (dependant village) and Koune (dominant
village) appears to be far more problematic. Exmasters and excaptives of these villages both
agree that a slave cannot be a .landowner. Inhabitants of Gadha Diafore Koune cultivate the
hillside land near their village, and nobles from Koune would be unlikely to reclaim their
rights to this land. The situation is quite different on n'dantan and dunkeji·l3.lld. In the words
of one Koune informant: "Bachand everydunkire, each and every parawol, each. and every
thankun-the tillable lands that are situated between Koune Misside and Foreya-allb.elong
to the nobles,withoutexaeption." The villagers of Koune promise to involve themselves in
all project·activities effected in their dependent villages and expect to receive a just portion
of the benefits realized (implying 50-60 percent, according to .the nobles).

As mentioned· above, landowners are increasingly careful about to whom they lend .out
land for fear of losing their land rights. When one landowner spoke about land loans, he said
that he was willing to lend land to women to garden but would be unwilling to lend the same
plot oflandto a man. The landowner reasoned that a man was more likely to cultivate banana
plants or other tree crops and subsequently declare ownership of the field. Old men and
women without children can receive land through a loan that would be denied anyone who
has descendants who could make a claim on the land at some later date. In all. the villages in
the watershed, land loans are a major cause of conflicts.

The rnarketfor leaseholds, specifically sharecropping, is relatively rare at present, but
does exist between nobles andexcaptives. Sharecropping arrangements can be expected .to
increase, however, where· the NRM project implements labor-intensive activities such as
irrigation development. The most common .sharecropping arrangement involves.a fifty-fifty
split between land user and.landowner.

Two categories ofvillagers have weaker security in land: the excaptives and women, with
women having the most restricted rights. Women in Fouta lalon hold no independent rights
to land,even though, according to Islamic law, females are entitled to one-half of the
inheritance of males, including land. Wives rely on husbands for access to land; unmarried
women depend on·theirfathers and brothers. The specific tenure rules that surround women's
access to· and use· of land will be examined below. The range of land rights that excaptives
hold is broader today thanin the past, butthese villagers tend to lack adequate tenure security
and access to land in some important circumstances. The exact nature of excaptives' land
rights varies greatly depending on a multiplicity of factors, many of which will be reviewed
in this chapter.

The specific land rights exercised over particular parcels of land were examined in each
of the villages in·· the watershed. These land· rights include limited use rights (rights to grow
annual ClOpS and to .collect firewoodaad fruits), full use rights (rights to grow annual and
perennial crops, to make certain permanent improvements, to collect firewood and ·fruits,
among others), and transfer rights. (rights t9 lend, rent, mortgage, give, bequeath, and sell).
Transfer rights can ·besubdivided further,distinguishing between (1) "limited transfer, "
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whereby the· land user has no permanent transfer or alienation··rights but may have some
temporary privileges to lend or rent the land; (2) "preferential transfer," which refers to
permanent· transfer rights that are limited to within the family or lineage· (transfers ·between
nobles and their excaptives ·are grouped in this category); and (3) "complete transfer, I'

meaning the total right to alienate land to those outside of the lineage.? This classification
scheme was used to distinguish between the range ·of land rights that exist in the watershed.
These land. rights and who holds them will be examined in the following sections.

5.2 SUNTUuRE OR INNER FIELDS8

The suntuurefields are recognized as the private property (or maade, in Pulaar) of an
individual. In all cases men retain preferential. transfer rights to this land, but women have
full use rights. Suntuure land sales, though infrequent, have taken place in the watershed,
typically between nobles and their excaptives. While the husband.owns the field, suntuure use
rights belong to the married woman. Each woman receives a parcel upon marrying into the
household. The inner fields belonging to the household are surrounded by fencing, often·with
the family's houses situated in the center, clearly delimiting the family's land. The individual
holdings of each married woman are less well marked but are clearly defined and known.by
everyone. The family's field area may be enlarged as the family expands, just as a woman's
individl.la1 holding can be subdivided and fragmented between her sons as they bring wives
into the household.

With no· exception found thus far, excaptives hold secure transfer rights to the suntuure
land they cultivate and.to ·the·land where their houses are located. The excaptive··men plant
trees freely on thisland,and the division of land rights between men, women, and children
are the same for excaptivesas for nobles.

A woman's rights to the land are limited in several important ways, the most important
being her complete loss of use rights if she leaves her husband's household, as in the· case
of divorce. The woman's male children retain the right to inherit land in their father's
suntuure even· after divorce. The woman's rights to the land upon death of her husband are
less clear, but she appears to retain use rights if she has male children who will inherit the
plot in the·future. In one case in the BRP-Diafore, however, a childless widow reserved her
use rights to her .deceased husband's land even after refusing to marry his brother, which is
thecustom.ary practice in Fulbe society. Such exceptions to the rules can and do occur.

Thesuntuure fields are subject to family inheritance and are maintained within the family
for generations. As mentioned above, the son inherits his parcel from his mother, to be given
to hiswife/wives to cultivate and harvest. Girls can be ·given temporary userights.in their
mother's field prior to leaving the household for reasons of marriage but cannot inherit land.

1. These categories are similar to those used by Migot-Adholla et al. (1991).

8. For· a more extensive discussion of tenure,. management, and inheritance of suntuure fields, see Fischer
et al.(I993).
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Upon marrying into the husband's household,a woman receives a portion of her mother-in
law's field to manage. .. Excaptives. follow .the same inheritance rules as nobles· for their
suntuure land. Several informants reported that, in the past, estate distributions of a deceased
captive were made in the presence of the master. This convention is practiced today in
situations of conflict or disagreement between heirs.

5.3 OUTER FIELDS

The original clearer/occupant of a portion of land and his descendants are the rightful holders
of that land. An individual's fields are dispersed throughout the village's territory because of
the fallow rotation system practiced.in the area. and the need to have fields in· a number of
cultivation zones. Some of the cultivation zones of all the BRP villages are located on
borrowed land within the boundaries of neighboring territories and/or are found outside of
the watershed/project zone limits.

Several clans or lineages· may have landholdings in the same cultivation zone, though not
all the· families of a.clan hold land in··each of the zones where the clan is.represented. Each
individual household within a particular linage autonomously holds a number of outer fields.
These fields are bequeathed from father to son, with each son receiving, in theory, an equal
portion of tillable land. If the inherited land is small in size, the descendants may elect not
to subdivide but will leave the field intact, whereby the eldest heirs have use rights to the
field during the first rotation while the younger inheritors borrow land elsewhere. During the
following·.rotation, this arrangement is reversed.

A woman typically has .full use rights to·a portion of her husband's outer field, the size
of which is proportional to the number of working-age children she has. Similar to the men,
the women return· to the·same field· segment after each fallow period. Even if a .woman is
unable to work the outer-field land herself, her husband and/or children cultivate the land for
her, with the harvest.·destined for her granary.

The excaptives hold full use rights to large tracts of outer-field land; over the recent
generations, their rights have extended into limited and even preferential transfer rights as· the
unequaibonds betweenoobles and captives weaken. There is aclea.r distinction between the
excaptives' land rights on hillside exterior fields and valley/river-bank fields. Hillside fields,
which the captive family cleared originally for the noble but have worked exclusively for
generations, .. have ·become the individual property of the excaptive, with the land. inheritor
holding preferential transfer rights to this land. Valley fields remain firmly in the hands of
the nobl.es, with captives obtaining rights to the land. through a land loan or sharecropping
arrangement. Some excaptives claim to hold full use· rights· and even transfer rights to certain
~as-fondsfields, but the security of their rights is questionable. Excaptives rarely plant trees
in these exterior fields,a practice more common among nobles.

The exact· nature of the excaptive's rights in land varies in relation to the individual's
connection·to his master. The villagers of Foreya strongly assert their independence.and. their
secure land rights,even on land·along the water channels. Their exmasters, who are found
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ia·Dowand Ley Diafore. and. Koumbama, confirm that theexcaptives are largely ·ffee from
old soeial ties of subservience and inequality. Furthermore, these nobles do not ·maintaia any
claims on the· land held ·and cultivated by the villagers of Foreya within that .village's
territoriallimits. Thiemo Oury Della of Foreya expressed his view: "In any case, those who
purchased captives are dead and those who were purchased· are ·also dead. All that remains
are people who are united through relations·of mutual cooperation and equality."

The nobles of Koune, on the other hand, exert lasting control over their excaptives and
much of the land that they·cultivate. When.·these excaptives gain access to·productive valley
bottom land in close proximity to their village, their use rights remain limited and· controlled
by the nobles. The .lasting conviction among many nobles remains, "A captive can never
possess land himself, since he himselfis possessed. n

As is clear from the two quotes above, the range of relationships between nobles and
excaptives is·vast. The interpretations of these relationships varies greatly between nobles and
excaptives, and each unique relationship entails different land rights for both parties.

In many cases the customary tithe of 10 percent continues to be given to the landholder
in exchange for use of the land. Nobles and excaptives agreed that the tithe was not always
givenaad depended, once again, on the relationship between the land borroweraad the land
lender. In most· circumstances today when the payment is made, tithe can be interpreted
broadly asa type.of land rent.

We found a number ofindications that the excaptives often possess only restricted land
rights and a limited sense of security on their outer fields and even on compound ·land. FOf
example, when conflict arose between excaptives Oury Bella of Foreyaand Alpha Aliouof
Diafore Konne, the former did not hesitate to seek assistance from Thiemo Hamidouof Dow
Diafore, who is the descendent of Oury Bella'sexmaster. A second example arose when
Mamadou·Bailoneeded to consult,and obtain permission from,. Modi Conte, a noble of
Koune Misside, when he wanted to give apiece of land for house construction to Samba
Djouma. These examples demonstrate the limited land-appropriation rights of excaptives.

Rumors of NRM project activities in the area have caused much confusion about the
security of local land rights. Many inhabitants are under the impression that "the project"
(which is often not distinguished from "the state") will be taking land from the villagers to
develop· and use. Others have the sense that they will benefit from project interventions if
such intercessioa takes place on land to which they show clear land rights. Last year a
number of inhabitants planted trees on fallow· land or in fields that were being used by
someone else but to which they claimed preeminent rights, for they wanted explicitly to
demonstrate those rights through tree planting. One example of this strategy is ... the
Dembel6anke noble of Koune Misside,AmadouSadio, who recuperated a dun/kire field,
which he had heretofore never cultivated, at. the edge of Gadha Diafore Koune and planted
fruit trees evenly ·spaced .throughout the area. While no· one is· contesting Amadou Sadio's
ultimate right to· the laRd, many are shocked ·that such a dormant land ·right. was proclaimed.
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5.4 IMPLICATIONS FOR NRMPROJECT ACTIVITIES INVOLVING CULTIVATED LANDS

5.4.1 IMPACT OF UNEQUAL LAND RIGHTS

Rights to land in the Diafore watershed vary according to social rank, gender, age, and
resident status. All men with full resident status, nobles and captives alike, can claim
ownership to some land, if only their suntuure and compound holdings. Women cannot own
or inherit land, but they do have secure use rights to both suntuure and outer-field land. The
complex array of land rights and the variability that exists in each of the· villages will affect
which project interventions should be selected and for whom. Ignoring· land rights and access
and use rules would· have a detrimental impact on the success of certain project activities.

The project staff should not underestimate the significance· of local land rights and the
strength with which they can be asserted. Some of the differences in rights lie dormant at
present but could come to life swiftly if the landowners feel· their rights and land security
being threatened. In some cases the landowners may repossess their landholdings, even ifthey
or their ancestors have never cultivated the fields. One land-owning noble of Kouneclaimed,
"Should the land be developed, the noble/master may well reclaim exterior fields being
cultivated· by the captives. In effect, these fields belong historically to the grand-parents of
the.master. It

In. other cases, .the·landowners may not attempt actually to reclaim their land but may
expect a·portion of ·the returns realized by .excaptives· from developments or .improvements
on the land. Many nobles, especially those of Koune, have made it clear that they expect to
profit from any project intervention executed on their landholdings. In the words of one
noble, "In situations where the project increases the value of cultivation land, the noble will
not evict his excaptive who has been working the land. Instead he will try to control the
activities that take place on· the land. The· noble will demand 60 percent of what. is· produced,
leaving theexcaptive with 40 percent, without causing any frustration" (from the noble's
perspective, to be sure). This may be a difficult situation to detect because no one will be
displaced,but the labor of the excaptive would be severely abused.

Many villagers believe that the project-and by implication the state-has plans to
appropriate land on which to realize project activities. As time goes by, and as project actions
are taken without the project/state usurping the landholders' rights to the land, this
misconception will diminish. Due to this perception, however, project staff should be careful
not to take actions or make unilateral decisions that will increase popular apprehension.about
land loss. Considering the history of state repression with which these villagers have lived,
project staff must be extremely sensitive to these fears. Project personnel should not select
the land on which to perform project activities; rather, villagers should be involved in the
process of choosing where and under what conditions a particular activity takes place. The
land rights on the selected field or forest should then be thoroughly investigated,clarifying
any· ambiguities and resolving any conflicts. before the project activity is undertaken. A land
user's security .in the holding may need to be increased. to ensure continued rights after
developments are achieved,a topic discussed in part 40f this section.
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Excaptives almostoompletely lack access to some categories of productive land,
specifically, dunkire and 1f, 'dan/ajl land in the valleys and along the watercourses, where
many project interventions will be attempted. This implies that nobles will control the benefits
gained from all activities infuese areas. Captives will, however, in all probability, provide
the bulk of the labor. Both excaptives and nobles maintain that excaptives who work the land
and the landowners will split the harvest fifty-fifty. The frequency of sharecropping
arrangements is bound to increase as project· developments bring more dunkire and n'dantaji
land into production. This situation may ·not be something that can be avoided, ·nor is it
necessarily negative· in the eyes of the sharecropper. However, the project staff may be able
to assist in negotiating a less exploitative, more secure situation for the land user. This issue
is discussed below.

Project staff should be careful when suggesting·activities involving women, who will need
greater land security than they customarily have. A woman has the greatest likelihood of
acquiring long-term use ofland from her husband. Procuring land from others would be more
problematic for women, though not impossible under certain conditions. Each land transaction
involving women should be discussed openly prior to project implementation so that the rights
and duties of .each party are ·known.

In most .cases both ·men and women claimed that women would have. little problem
borrowing .land for gardening activities. Access to garden plots should be openly negotiat
ed-written agreements between the parties are preferable-to increase the women's longer
term security,· thereby encouraging them to make greater time and material investmentsin the
land.

Women's access· to garden land appears more troublesome. in several villages. In· Dow
Diafore, men doubted if women would be given secure. long-term access to riverside land
because.of its high.value and the demand for this type by male landholders. In Gadha Diafore
Koune,villagers have no access to riverside land bordering their community (all the land
belongs to Koune); therefore, women will have little hope of negotiating access rights.

5.4.2 IMPACT OF SEASONAL DISPLACEMENT

Two forms of population movement may affect project success-dry-season ·labor out
migration and relocation to distant outer fields during the cultivation season-and must be
taken into account when planning and programming project activities. Significant numbers
of women and men from .the Diafore watershed .leave their villages during the dry season to
take up wage labor in the gold mines of Mali. Others travel elsewhere during· this
agricultura11yunproductive time of year. Seasonal out-migration removes the younger, and
often more productive inhabitants of the villages. Project activities scheduled for the dry
season must consider these temporary· labor ·losses. For example, in some villages many
women will be absent during what is typically the gardening season.

The second type of population movement that occurs in· the watershed involves people
moving to their outer··.fields during the cultivation season. During certain rotations, the
villageJs fields may belocated at a great distance from the village, compelling the cultivators
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to remain at their lands. The seasonal absence of these individuals may have.an impact on
project activities for labor and decision-making purposes. Furthermore, the project staff
should not forget the existence of these distant outer fields when planning project interven
tions.

5.4.3 AIMING FOR SUSTAINABLETECIINOLOGIES

A rather different resource-management issue concerns the sustainability of rock-bund
technology. The project is interested in reintroducing the construction of rock wallsin hillside
fields. This technology was first introduced in the area during French colonial rule and was
implemented widely during Sekou Toure'sregime. Most village informants claimed that they
have witnessed the benefits that the technology produced. The practice has fallen into disuse
since its introduction, however. Project staff should try to understand why the villagers have
abandoned ·.thispractice and what can· be done to make it more sustainable in the years to
come. Such .knowledge may permit the staff to reintroduce rock-bund technology in a more
effective manner.

5.4.4 CHOOSING LAND FOR PROJECT ACTIVITIES

Villagers, not·.project staff or government authorities in the area, should select where a
projectactivity is to be administered. After the villagers have a clear sense of the intervention
being proposed· or· suggested, they will be the ones most able to make· .the choice of an
acceptable area for the activity. After·villagers communicate their selection, the proJect staff
will need to confirm that the place chosen meets the technical criteria and is appropriate from
their perspective. This. selection process· should not occur in· reverse sequence-the villagers
might feel comeredinto agreeing with the project's choice, when in actuality they oppose it.

Allowing villagers to suggest the land appropriate for project operations will avoid prob
lems that the staff may not foresee. For example, certain areas within many village territories
have·never been cultivated due to the spirits and devils that dwell· there. Not knowing that a
place is haunted, a staff member might select the site as the perfect location fora certain
intervention.. Needless ·to say, such an action could lead to the activity's complete failure
because few villagers would be willing to risk working in an area inhabited by spirits.

5.4.5 LAND-USE DECISIONS, STATE AUTHORITIES, AND PROJECT 1NTERVEN'110NS

State authorities have long played an prominent role in land-use decisions in Guinea, and
villagers fear and distrust these people. The project staff, while wanting to maintain close
contact with government authorities in the area, also need to remain autonomous. Not only
should the project .continue to be independent from .the· state, but also the staff must show
villagers that the proJect is truly sovereign. This implies that project decisions with villagers
should not. be taken· in the presence of nonproject government agents, nor should·government
authorities be openly involved in designating villagers for particular project activities. State
authorities, especially those ·who have been in the area for an extended .·period· of time,
possess knowledge ·of .villagers and village· affairs that can be invaluable ·to project staff.
Discussions with these.people, however, .should take place privately and without the presence
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ofvilla.gers.Project staff alone should .contact villagers about their possible involvement in
project activities.

Forestry agents control the use of land along the watercourses in the. watershed, but the
application of state regulations is inconsistent, often corrupt, and frequently abusive.
Furthermore, villagers argue that if the state elects to impose a ban on land use, which
essentially robs them of their resource, it should be obliged to provide them with some
alternative way to gain their livelihood. The project staff should introduce interventions that
would resolve this .dilemma.

In some villages the forestry agents have imposed a cultivation fee on everyone,
regardless of whether or not they have cultivated fields in the zone. Such "fees" fall outside
of the law. In other cases, the forestry agents have issued permits to cultivate· (for a small
sum), only to return at the end of the season to fine the same persons at an exorbitant rate
for having cleared the land. ·.Thevillagersfeel that they have no·recourse to such abuses. If
one project aim is· to. involve the villagers .in the management of their resources, the role of
the forestry agents must·change.

5.5 INCREASING LAND SECURITY

Land users will not be willing to make important, slowly maturing investments in their
landholdings unless they are sure that they· will capture the benefits.. Throughout this section
mention has been made of the insecurity of land rights experienced by particular groups .. in
localPeul society. Further, insecurity in landholdings has increased as landowners grow more
unwilling to lend land on a long-term basis. The land tenure system should facilitate the
formation of capital. by creating incentives for investment. Security of tenure plays this role
by guaranteeing. the return· on slow-maturing investments in the land.

A number of the agricultural· interventions planned by project .personnel will require
addressing the issue· of land security. Many inhabitants of· the watershed borrow land for one
to two seasons; these borrowers' tenure security is inadequate for their being willing to make
permanent improvements in the land. The people who exploit the land need greater long-term
security in order to invest in the land. On the other hand, the landowners al.so.must rest
assured· that their rights to ownership are not being usurped. Land contracts or long-term
agreements between landowners· and land users, negotiated through the project, appear lobe
a sound method .to increase security for both parties.

We have been considering possible solutions to the land insecurity that plagues cultivators
in the BRP-Diafore. In this capacity we visited the Centre d'Etudes etdeCooperation
Intemationale (eECI) project in Lelouma-Centre. Within the context of the. rice production
and gardening projects, CEeI has assisted production group members to·negotiate twenty-five
year contracts with property owners. A similar approach is being considered for the
USAID/NRM project.
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6. TENuRE AND MANAGEMENT OF TREE RESOURCES

"Leggal dyataileidi" [The tree· gains the land]. Modi Mamadou.·Saliou·of
Gadha Dii1foresuccinctly expresses the relationship between tree planting
and land tenure.

In recent years we have come to understand that tree tenure constitutes a system of property
rights and rules as complex and variable as land tenure.9 Many reforestation and·agroforestry
projects in West Africa have failed because the local people lack the incentive to plant,
protect, and manage trees when ownership (or other forms of long-term land security),
access, .and use rights are not well articulated at the project's ·inception. An.·individual'sor
group's incentive to plant trees and manage them in ·a sustainable manner is determined
largely by what long-term rights the tree planters have over the trees.

Tree ownership is closely linked to landownership in the study zone. As discussed in the
previous section, tree planting solidifies a person's rights to the land; as such, planting trees
asserts and strengthens land claims. Therefore, tree planting is strictly regulated in order to
preventnonlandowners from sowing trees. Excaptives and women are the most affected, for
neither group is able to plant trees freely; this will have an impact on the choice of project
interventions. Details of the local tree-tenure system are discussed in this section.

With few exceptions, the person who owns the land also owns the trees on theJand and,
in theory,. can.· exclude others from.· using them. Tree renting, tree pledging,. ·.and tree
sharecropping are practiced in many West African. countries, but we have found no evidence
of these arrangements in the Diafore watershed. The landowner holds exclusive rights to
plant,cut down, prune, and harvest the fruits of trees on his property. The landowner rarely
strictly enforces any of these rights, with the exception of planting and cutting. The
enforcement of pruning and harvesting rights varies according to species, size,and number
of trees in the field and .quantity of fruit ·on the trees.· Different tree species have different
values; ·the enforcement of one's tree rights varies according to this value.

The project .must work to ensure that the ownership of trees, .planted with the assistance
of the project, is explicitly defined and fully accepted by the local population. The manner
in which the benefits are to be distributed must also be clearly established prior to the
project's implementation. Failing to explicitlyaddress·the tenure issues surrounding trees will
render ·management of reserves, woodlots, plantations, and other tree-planting actions
difficult. First, long-term security of tenure is significant with tree or bush planting; the
planters must beconfident·that they will. benefit from the use of the products or will profit
from the soil improvements associated with the planting. Second, if the tree planters' rights
to harvest ·orotherwise utilize the tree foliage or fruits are not sufficiently exclusive, the
return on the labor in planting and protecting the trees may be inadequate for· investment.

9. See Foftmatm and Bruce (1988) for an overview of the issues.
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Management and tenure rules for trees in the BRP-Diafore can be divided into two broad
categories: .. the conventions that surround the exploitation and control of trees planted by
people, and the .systems that· regulate access and use of trees ·that take root naturally. Each
of these systems is discussed in the following subsections.

6.1 TENURE AND MANAGEMENT·OF PLANTED TREES IN INNER AND OUTER FIELDS

Tree planting solidifies land claims and creates security of tenure. Villagers are planting ever
greater numbers of fruit trees in their inner and outer fields when they have the right. Exactly
who holds the right to plant trees in the fields? The answer is clear and direct: Landholders
with transfer rights have the right to plant trees; simple land users and land.borrowersdo not.

Property owners are anxious to secure their individual property rights, and tree planting
is·a conspicuous ·way for them to assert their claims. Landowners increasingly fear that they
will lose their land-to the project or state, to land borrowers-if they do not safeguard their
property rights. Individual rights and· claims· to inner fields, but especially to outer fields, can
be strengthened ·through planting trees.

Land borrowers are not allowed to plant trees on borrowed land,even if directly
approached. Although the borrower's family may have had held use rights to tbe landfor
more than .. a generation, this does not confer. the right to plant trees, for landowners fear that
land borrowers will use tree planting as evidence that the land belongs to them,not to the
lender. Acquiring temporary access to land already planted with trees is more difficult. When
this does occur, the borrower may not cut fruit from trees planted by the landowner.

Gift land is not very common in the watershed, but where land has been so given, the
rights to trees are ·likewise transferred to the receiver. The .recipient ·may plant ·trees· freely
on the land without seeking· permission from the .donator. Much compound and inner-field
land currently held by excaptives is considered as gift land by exmasters, who have
relinquished all their rights to the land. In cases where concession and inner-field land was
purcbasedby anexcaptive, .all rights to the trees were also transferred.

Without exception, villagers plant fruit trees on their suntuure land. Informants from Dow
Kouratongoclaimed that their grandparents had· planted nete trees in or close to· their
concessions so that future generations could collect fruit close to their homes. Other than this
case, however,wefound no evidence of indigenous tree varieties being planted in suntuure
fields, ·though. naturally regenerating trees were sometimes protected. The amount of trees
planted per individual was not surveyed,. but plantings seem to correlate with ··the size of the
suntuure field and the ·number of male ·children in the household.

Trees planted in·a woman's suntuure do not belong to her but to her husband or 80n(s).
This happens because planted trees are considered permanent property and, therefore, are
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owned exclusively by the landowner, who is always a male. tO Women in the watershed are
not actually prohibited from planting trees in their suntuure, however, nor are .. they
completely opposed to tree planting. Indeed, several female informants stated that they had
planted trees in their suntuure. Trees planted by a woman are considered the property of her
sons.II Men view tree planting by women as more problematic but appear prepared to
support it under certain conditions. These issues are discussed more fully in part 3 of this
section.

Older women are treated somewhat differently than other women when it concerns men's
acceptance of women's planting trees. Men are more willing mallow older women to plant
trees because they believe that these folks, under any circumstances, are less likely to divorce
their husbands or leave the village. Men think that a younger woman (who· is more liable to
leave her husband's. compound) or her relatives might assert rights to trees that she planted
while living in the compound. Furthermore, men fear that a woman who has planted trees on
her suntuure may try to give them to someone other than a son of· the landowner.12 When
planting trees, therefore, it would be advisable for project staff to work .with older women
or women who have born sons, especially in the initial stages when villagers are wary of
project activities.

Even though there is a strong connection between land and tree ownership, trees planted
in an inner field .can be inherited separately from the land under special circumstances. For
example, a son can inherit a tree found on his mother's suntuure land but is not on the
portion of land that he has inherited. This occurs because trees in the suntuure are divided
equally. among all·rightful heirs, regardless .of the ground in which· they are rooted.

Landholders with secure .land rights plant fruit trees in their outer fields, a practice .that
has increased lately and seems aimed at solidifying property rights. The maJority of property
owners· who are nobles said· that they had increased their tree-planting efforts on their land
along the. waterways. Even after the trees had been flooded out several times, the property
owners continued to mark their claims through tree planting. On the other hand, we did not
spea.kto orhea.r of many exca.ptives who had planted trees in the outer fields where they
worked. Without holding transfer rights, the excaptive land users have no right to plant
anything other than seasonal crops. This is true even in circumstances where theexcaptive
has been the·only one to cultivate the land since·the plot was cleared. In IlO·case did·we find
women who· had planted trees in outer fields. Table 2 shows whether or not· villagers plant
trees in their outer fields.

10. Bruce and others have described circumstances where trees can be an object of property rights·separate
from the·laDd on wmcB they are growing (see Bruce 1991b). This situation exists in the watershed but only
between male property owners. nat is to say,·· trees on· inherited suntuure land may be divided between
inheritors separately from .the suntuure land itself. Tree tenure and tree planting, however, are indubitably
associated· witb ·Iandownersmp.

11. We found cases·wbere male children haveplaatedtrees.in their mother's suntuure field.

12. We found one.case where a woman who·had planted several trees on her current husband's suntuurefield
plaaned to give them ·to her male child from ·a ·previous relationship.
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T.BI..E2 Variationa intra. tenure in the Djafore watershed

VILLAGE

Dow· Dialors

Gadha Diafors

ley ·Oiafors

Koumbama

Oiaberemere

Foraya

Diafore Koune

Gadha .Diafore Kouns

Koune •Misside

KouratongoDow

Kouratongoley

TENURE· Of ·NATURAL-GRowrH TREES
ON FALLOW LAND

individual

individual

communal-in relationship with neighboring
villages;

individual- in relation to "strangers"

communal

individual-on fields close to the village;
communal- on far fields

individual

communal: nete, kare;
individual: tyimme

communal: nete, kare, kewe, forage
grasses-first occupant has superior claim
in cases of· conflict;

individual: tyimme, lengue, kahi

communal-except in case of conflict, when
first occupant ··has superior claim;

individual-concerns trees located in prox
imity· to concessions

communal

communal

TREE PLANTING
IN OUTER FIELDS

yes

"in the·•.past't

yes

yes

no, one·excep
tionalcase

no,one excep
tional·· case

no

yes

yes

yes

6.2 TENURE AND MANAGEMENT OF NATURAL-GROWTH TREES

In the Diafore watershed, the tenure and management rules that regulate access to and use
of trees on fields, fallow, and forested land·vary according to species and between villages.
The. ease with which permission is obtained corresponds with the value of the derivable forest
products.. With .reference to a highly valued species, the landholder reserves the right to
harvestthe fruit and exploit the trees in other ways. When a field is being cultivated,· the land
userlborroweracquires rights to exploit the trees left in the field, though the landowner also
may retain.the right •. to use· the trees. The land borrower does notappear·to need permission
to cutdown and trim trees on borrowed land once authorization to cultivate the land has been
given. Others interested in collecting fruit or wood from these trees must get permission from
the land user. Trees with little economic value to the local population are managed and held
as common-pool resources. A situation of open access to these resources exists until thereis
disagreement· oreonflict~at which time the first occupant'8 rights take precedence. Women
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and childrcn·a.re·the primary collectors of wild fruits, leaves, and firewood; .they are generally
freelouse tree products found in common areas and on much of the land that lies fallow.

We found some cases where the use of valued species on fallow land .iscontrolled by the
property owner; in .other cases, access to these trees is open. The arrangements varied from
village to village, and we have no clear sense of what accounts for the different systems (see
table 2 for a summary of these rights in each village). The species most often reserved .for
priority use by the first occupant (the person holding transfer rights) includenete (Parlda
biglobosa), kare (Butyrospermum parldl), leahi (Khaya senegalensis), poopo (Mitragyna
stipulosa),lengue (A/zelia afrieana), andtyimme (Chlorophora exeelsa).When found in the
immediate· environs of the village, these same species are managed by persons who hold
exclusive use rights·to.the trees. When tree use is controlled by an individual, and he or she
(in the absence·ofthe male landholder) cannot, or elects not to, harvest the produce, the total
yield is split between the user and the harvester. In Dow Kouratongo, villagers maintain that
every family head has the .right to 100 meters of land behind the family's concession. The
landowner manages tree use on this land and is free to prohibit tree cutting and regulate other
resource-use activities.

Large trees were left standing in several·cases where ·land had recently been oleared for
new concessions. One individual said that the trees were left uncut out of fear of the forest
guards-for when he had cut one of· the nete on his new concession, he was· fined 6,000
FO. 13 The trees pose several problems for the landowners, including shading the suntuure
field to the point ·of lowering production. The villager realized, to ·his. dismay, that local
inhabitants lacked the right to cut trees even on their own compound land.

The community·does not appear to play an important role in the management of wild tree
species. For example, we found no evidence that villages set opening and closing dates for
the collection of wild fruits, a common management practice in other locales. Nor .did the
villagers appear to actively protector reintroduce naturally regenerating trees in their fields
by fencing, weeding around the seedlings, or adding manure. Many informants contended that
they did encourage at least some natural regeneration in their fields by not destroying young
seedlings when working the land and by cutting the trees in a way that permits rapid
regrowth. The species·allowed.to·regenerate in the fields include the·same types listed above.
Natural regeneration is encouraged for the trees' food value, fodder, fencing,construction
wood, medicine, fuel wood,soil improvement, craft materials, shade, and boundary markers.

Most village informants claimed that ·they did not need permission from forestry agents
to. fell natural-growth trees when clearing land for an agricultural field,14 even if "protected"
species were. cut.· In contrast, felled trees that were destined for commercial use-even· if the
trees were on land·.thatwas being otherwise cleared ·for field preparation-required a cutting
permit. In other words, naturally growing·trees cut for sale, no matter where they.arefound,
demandpurchaseofa permit from the forestry service. Such permits cost between 8,000 FG

13. FG(franc guineen) is the national monetary unit, which equals about US$9.60.

14. Villagers maintained that a permit from the DNFC is not needed to cut trees that they tbemselvesbave
planted.
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and 16,000 FG. According to some informants, landowners have priority rights to all trees
growing Oft· their ·fallow fields..Even if a person has paid for a permit to .exploit trees in a
given urea, the individual field owner can prohibit this perS<>l1 from cutting trees on his land.
Thus, felling trees for sale or woodworking requires permission ·both from the forest service
and the landowner. Other informants, however, claimed that an official permit was all that
was needed for cutting trees on fallow land. Most villagers acknowledged that rights to .tree
resources in·azone were limited to people belonging·to the same secteUT. Anyone not living
in. the district is considered an .outsider. having very limited use rights to trees. This was
equally true of forest, water,and grazing resources.

Operating as an .8Ssociation of skilled tree cutters, a group of men from Gadha Diafore
Koune·a.re·interestedin increasing their wood-cutting activities. ·These men were very active
in the past, but today,with the cost of permits, the opposition of forestry agents,andthelack
of necessary equipment, they have greatly curtailed their· business. They requested project
support to pursue and ·increase their wood-cutting enterprise. When asked if they would be
willing to plant tree stands that could be harvested, they thought that the time delay involved
in such a project was prohibitive. Their strong sense is that there are ample naturally growing
trees in the zone to continue tree-cutting business far into the future without degrading the
environment or overharvesting.

In Koune, one man who cut trees for the fabrication of boards asserted that he was on
good terms with the forestry agents and did not need to buy a permit for the few· trees. he cut
every year. He explained that this freedom· was •limited to the area within the subprefectoral
boundaries. Village territorial boundaries played no role in his selection of where to.cut·trees;
he moved freely throughout the subprefecture and the BRP to cut suitable trees. He was not
able to enter the neighboring subprefecture of Kolle and fell trees,however, without
encountering .·problems with those DNFC watchmen.

Villagers complained bitterly about the difficulties and hardships that forest guards cause
the local. population. Most find the restrictions and regulations-and the manner in which they
are applied-extremely abusive .and repressive. Some of· the villagers' .comments, neverthe
less, show that some regulation of tree cutting is necessary· to preventoverexploitation of the
resource. ·One villager proffered that villagers and forest agents would reach an understanding
someday, ·at which time they will ttexploit.all of the trees without exception."

6.3 TREE TENURE AND ADOPTION OF AGROFORESTRY TECHNOLOGIES

Recent research ·has. suggested that tenure .may have significant effects on the adoption ·of
agroforestrypractices and the incentive to plant trees. Policy research on forest codes in the
Sahel underscores the need for extending stronger individual use-rights to trees on farms as
a basis for encouraging greater farmer. investment in agroforestry.(Lawry.·1991a). The·LTC
research team has been examining the possible tenure constraints onadoptingNRM
agroforestry techniques in the Diafore watershed. ·An understanding·of the tenure constraints
likely to occur in the watershed will help project staff develop activities and policies that take
these limitations into .account, ultimately facilitating greater project success.
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First, project ·persormel must be aware that overlapping claims to land and forest
resources may· exist within a given village territory. The multiple users may come from the
same village.or from different villages. Villagers may not be able to exclude certain outside
resource users because they lack the strength to control exploitation of their land and trees.
Even. villagers with adequate control may have difficulty excluding outsiders because they
have never· ·established the internal institutions necessary to limit the use of their forest
resources. These issues were raised in. chapter 4 in the discussion of terroir villageols (see
pp. 19-21).

These concerns are significant in the watershed setting of dominant and dependent
villages. Excaptive villages may lack the authority to .make certain decisions about tree
planting or tree cutting in their territory without conferring with the associated noble villages.
Furthermore, a noble village may elect to reappropriate land thatexcaptives have made more
proouctiveby applying agroforestry and soilconservation technologies. McLain (1990, p. 45)
found .that the agroforestry· strategies that can work in a village will depend in part on how
strongly that village controls its land and tree resources.

6.3.1 WOMEN AND AGROFORESTRY INTERVENTIONS

When women were asked directly about their willingness and readiness to plant trees. in
their suntuure, many voiced an interest while most remained cautious. Women have not
customarily planted trees, a factor .that produces a clear hesitancy on their part to proclaim
that they can·and will do so in the future.

A few generalizations can be drawn from the information collected in the BRP. First,
most women· conceded that they would····need to·.consult, and receive permission from, their
husbands before planting trees. Second, the security of tenure from the woman's perspective
is great· enough to motivate her to bear the cost of planting and caring for trees in her
suntuure (on the condition that she has borne male heirs). Third, planting bushes that have
a limited life span seems to be a tenable agroforestry intervention for women.

Men seem ready to. support· tree planting by women under the condition that the women
have begotten male children and explicitly recognize and respect both the husbands'property
rights ami the children's inheritance rights to the trees. Some men maintained that they would
welcome tree planting by their wives and that the only reason this has not happened is that
the women lack the "know-how"· and do not have the "habit" of planting trees. Such
reSlXlnses .should be viewed with·a certain amount of suspicion, .however. The·important point
to understand is why women do not·customarily plant trees, for the response to this question
reflects .the land ·.tenure. realities in the villages.

As .. mentioned above, older women would meet fewer obstacles to their planting trees
largely because men have fewer fears about .their making claims on ownership. In our
discussion.s, however, younger women expressed stronger interest in tree planting and claimed
that they would not encounter difficulties. They are apparently unaware of the men's· point
of view on. this .matter.
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6.3.2 ExcAP'llVES, TREE TENURE, AND AGROFORESTRY TECHNOLOGIES

As the principal land borrowers, excaptives are less able-and would be less inclined
under the auspices of the project-to plant trees. Project personnel should recognize that if
excaptivesor anyone else were to plant trees on borrowed land, they would be doing so for
the benefit of the landowners and not· for their own gain-unless the tree rights were clearly
negotiated prior to action. The scenario to avoid is involving excaptives in project tree
planting activities when they do not have adequate land security to guarantee their rights to
harvest .and utilize the tree products. This situation may be difficult to detect· because
excaptives may not be free to refuse planting trees even when they know from the outset that
they will not get the returns on the labor invested. If land-owning nobles will be the ones to
benefit. from the trees, they should either plant them themselves or justly compensate the
excaptives .who .provide the labor.

Excaptive males maintain that they would have no problem in locating outer-field hillside
land, where they have secure land-tenure rights, to plant trees. The situation differs for valley
and river-bank land, where most excaptives· have only limited use rights; their planting trees
in these areas would.be· improbable.

Excaptives plant. trees in their suntuure with equal advantages as nobles. This tenure
"niche" is secure; the excaptiveshold exclusive rights and access to the trees and tree
products found in these inner fields. They are able and willing to adopt agroforestry
technologies· in their suntuure under the conditions that the delay in the return on the
investment is not too great and the agroforestry interventions do not adversely affect the
field's production of other crops (for examplc,··a great increase in shade or use of space).

The implementation of collective agroforestry actions for excaptive villagers will.require
ca.refulBegotiatioftwith both inhabitants ofthe dependent village and leaders of the dominant
village. Theexcaptives' future rights to the land and trees may need explicit definition,
perhaps ina written document signed by all parties involved.

6.3.3 AGROFORESTRY ACTIONS IN OUfER FIELDS

The proportion of villagers who are certain about their ability to plant trees· in outer fields
is much smaller than those who are prepared to plant in· their inner fields and compounds.
Tree planting ·in the outer fields should not take place when land rights are ·not clearly
articulated.

Even when landownership is undeniable and undisputed, institutingagroforestry
technologies· such· as. alley .cropping in the outer fields may be problematic. The outer· fields
are used on a rotation basis, whereby ·cultivation zones may ·be left fallow .for .seven to ten
years. A similar system caused significant problems for on-farm alley-cropping trials by the
International Livestock Centre for Africa (ILeA) in southeastern Nigeria (Francis 1987).
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6.3.4 AGROFORESTRY ACTIONS ON BORROWED LAND

In the large maJority of cases, land borrowers simply lack the right to plant trees on the
land they .cultivate. Ina few rare instances, the land borrower is allowed to plant trees but
loses all rights to the trees if the landowner recuperates the land. Certain segments of the
population .• are .• more .likely . to be land borrowers-notably women, excaptive.s, and
immigrants. Their lack of land tenure· security will make them less interested in ·.certain
agroforestry .&ctions.

Several strategies can be adopted to encourage land borrowers to participate in
agroforestry and conservation activities. First, the landowner may be willing to sign a formal
agreement giving the land borrower the right to benefit from the planted trees once the
landowner'srightful. claim to· the land is·adequately ensured. A formal written agreement is
recommended. to outline clearly each party's rights and avoid eventual conflict.

A second approach to working with land borrowers and agroforestry technologies is to
suggest activities that yield benefits in the short term so that adopting the procedures is to the
land user's advantage. Windbreaks, woodlots, and living hedges-actions that produce
benefits only in the long. term-are best reserved for people exploiting inherited or heritable
land.

Further investigation is required to discern if land lenders would be prepared to allow
land borrowers to plant common tree species,even when objecting to the borrowers' planting
exotic or local·fruitspecies. Likewise, bushes and species used in· live fencing. may be
acceptable .•·to. a landowner when trees·. are not.

Inoonsidering.the .technologies most. appropriate for land borrowers, it is important to
realize that some borrowers have more secure rights to land than others. For example, a
woman.withmalechildren.and from the· same village as her husband holds very secure rights
to her suntuure field,as do older women who are unlikely to leave the husband's household.
Younger women,especially those from other villages and with no male children,have little
tenure security. Anexcaptive whose family has cultivated a field for decades may feel secure
enough to invest the time and energy required to implement agroforestry technologies.

The questions that project personnel should answer prior to .selecting agroforestry
technologies for la.ndborrowers include:15

.. What are the rights of the land borrower to the land and trees?

.. What are the rights of the lender to the land and trees?

.. Can the land borrower plant trees?

.. If yes, what are the conditions placed on the tree planting?

1S. This.·list··rollowsthe·questions suggested iIl.McLaill (1990, p. 47).
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...,Can the land ,borrower cut trees?

... If yes, what .species and under what circumstances can the borrower cut trees?

... Does the land borrower have the right to collect fruits and cut branches from the
trees?

... If yes, are there. any conditions placed on the land borrower concerning these
activities?

... How long has. the land borrower been exploiting the borrowed land?

... How likely is it that the land borrower will continue farming the land in the future?

... Have tbeland borrower and land lender had conflicts in the past overuse rights,
including. trees, on the land?

The information gained by answering these questions will assist the planners in selecting
technologies. appropriate for the rights of the land borrower.

6••3••5 LAND/TREE INHERITANCE AND AGROFORESTRY INTERVENTIONS

A son may be given a plot of his father's land to work while his father is still alive. If
pre-inheritance land distributions are commonly reworked upon the deatbof the father, the
son(s) using the land may be hesitant to plant trees or make other long-term investments in
the land for fear of losing these stakes when the estate is divided.

Similarly, a son will be less likely to assist his mother in tree- or bush-planting efforts
within her suntuurewhen .he is not sure which part of the field will be·given to him when he
brings a wife to the household. We found no indication that portions ofa woman's suntuure
plot were as.signed lober sons at a young age or prior to marriage.
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7. TENURE AND MANAGEMENT OF GRAZING RESOURCES

Grazing resources are considered common property and are managed communally, verging
on open access. Few precise rules govern use of grazing lands. Seasonal and spatial
fluctuations in the availability of herbaceous and ligneous fodder have led to few restrictions
and limitations on access to grazing resources. Most informants maintained that neither
pastoral management rules nor village limits designate available grazing zones. Some claimed
that villagers held intervillage consultations· to select communal pasture zones during growing
season when herds are restrained.

Informants· insist.·•• that ·they have respected pastoral zones in the past. Pastoral zones were
areas in. fallow or in the bowal, far from the cultivation zones in use; they were instituted to
limit conflicts •between animal owners and cultivators. Even today, .during thecl.lltivation
season, rural communities confine herds to areas close to the compounds, away from major
outer-field activity. Some villagers tether or pen their animals at this time; generally the
livestock are herded more closely. Village herds roam freely during the dry season but often
frequent the same areas; they crisscross village territorial boundaries with few restrictions.
Animal enclosures were also used to protect herds from attacks·by wild animals, though this
need has diminished greatly in the last several decades.

Women own and manage herds that they received as part oftheir dowries. Many claimed,
nonetheless,that they consulted their husbands before making major decisions about the herd.
Today,excaptiveskeepcattle and small ruminants, just like the Peul nobles; the situation
began to change in the 1950s. We havenodata,however, for comparing the sizes of noble
and excaptive herds.• Members of all social groups within the watershed are animal owners,
whethersmall-or large-scale.

Few villagers complained of a decline in the amount of forage land available for
livestock, though many maintain that the quality of available fodder has declined and dry
season water sources have diminished. Recent growth of herd size, declining rainfall, and
shortened fallows may account for the increased pressure on grazing resources.

Villagers of Dow Diafore declare that they duly inform the authorities when the number
of >animals from other locales significantly increases in their village terroir. They claim that
such an<action is necessary to limit field destruction. The quota that the village sets seems
arbitrary,and villagers d,o .not establish any spatial· boundaries defining the zone.from which
animals can come.

Bowal •land, the vast ecological zone most significant for grazing activities, is held
individually with associated transfer rights. •The .land is not cultivated and the· boundaries
between individual .holdings are not obvious, though the limits are well known by the
inhabitants of the villages. The extent ofaperson'sholdings are determined by extending the
boundaries of the in.dividual's dunkire.,n'dantari,. or hansaghere fields to incorporate the
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borderingbowaluntil reaching the village's territorial limits. .Individual ownership of the
bowaldoes Ilot imply,th.atlimitedaccess to the grazing resources,for that is not the case; an
individual's rights to bowalare rarely asserted in an active manner.

Bush· fires, .long a locally important grazing land-management practice, is now severely
restricted and closely monitored by DNFC agents. The BRPil1habitants complain bitterly
about the government's policy on bush fires, arguing that local management andoontrol of
burning causedfarless. destruction than current methods. Central control of bumingandthe
policy of early bumingdo not permit the local people to burn at the ffiostopportunemoment.
Early burning leaves much of the area unburned and later subject to uncontrolled fires, which
whip through and causing considerable destruction.

Conflicts are ·common between animal owners and cultivators because of the field
destruction animals frequently cause when entering cultivated areas. The understanding is that
herders must keep their animals under control during growing season; likewise, the farmers
must construct fences to avoid problems.

The availability of grazing resources may be negatively affected by project operations..
If areas that were once only seasonally fenced off become inaccessible due to permanent
fencing andloryear-rounduse, seasonal use· by herds would be eliminated. In contra.st, the
project could increase the availability of fodder if alley cropping or other agroforestry
tethniquesare implemented.

Through·••. the .establishment of village natural-resource management councils,·.· the NRM
proJect could play an instrumental role in creating new common-property arrangements for
grazing ·resources.
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8. TENURE AND MANAGEMENT OF WATER RESOURCES

Water resources are .considered "gifts of Allah- and, as such, cannot belong to anyone as
private property. The elders of the villages acknowledge that there were once active rules
regulating the use and .maintenance of water resources, but admit that these communal
management .systems have disintegrated for a variety of reasons. Local management systems
and tenure rules, past and present, are discussed in this chapter.

There are four or five water sources for each village;· in addition, a number of
watercourses dissect the watershed. Currently, many of the water sources and streams
disappear by the end of·the dry season. In the past the villagers respected strict rules against
cutting all vegetation-trees, bushes, and grasses-in close proximity to the water sources.
These.prohibitions have slowly faded; no village institution is able to enforce them today.

A significant portion of the water sources are mysterious, filled with spirits and
supernatural powers. Until recently the mystic powers of these places protected them from
wanton exploitation. Out of respect for-and fear of-the spirits that inhabited these water
sources, the village residents did not cut trees and grasses near the fount; they kept the source
clean and regulated its use. Eventually people had less fear of the supernatural powers-or
individuals with mystical powers sought to conquer the water spirits-and the rules and
regulations governing the use and care of the water sources were no longer observed.
Furthermore,communal.maintenance and use of the village water founts· have declined ·in
direct relation with the installation of compound wells, which are common throughout the
watershed.· Today,ffiost villagers holding .land in close proximity to the water sources have
no hesitation in clearing the land for cultivation. According to many, the disrespect shown
the .waterspirits-and the correlated failure.to·follow the rules governing use and maintenance
of water sources-has caused many of the wellheads to desiccate. Others imagine that the
drying up of water sources is a sign that the end of the world is drawing near. This
connection between water sources and water spirits implies that project staff must take special
care in selecting.sites· and activities involving water.

The drying up of water sources, clearing of land in proximity to these sources,
constructing wells, disregarding certain water-source use rules, conquering the water .spirits,
shortening of field fallows throughout the zone,and enduring periods of regional drought all
occurred concurrently. Consequently, the local population has great difficulty in determining
the cause or causes of the failure of their water sources. Some combination of these reasons
was cited· by .the village inhabitants.

While the water sources and watercourses are considered common-pool resources, the
land bordering these.assets is regarded as individual property.. No one has the right to prohibit
the landholder from cultivating this land if the area rightly belongs to him. In several
situations recently,land around water sources that had never been cultivated was a.ppropriated
by first occupants, who possessed supernatural powers sufficient to clear the area. This
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presents oortainpfoblems for village management of water and fefofestation.aIound the
soureehead. Project success depends on the village's ability to negotiate with the landholder
to obtain permanent land rights.

FIShing in the watershed. The territorial conflict between Foreya and Diafore Koune
does not affect fishin.g rights to three particular ponds. Inhabitants of both villages. fish the
ponds freely, without restrictions Of limited access. Neither village has rights superior to the
other for .fishing .the ponds. There is no subdivision of the zone; the catches are not
partitioned in any way. Each person fishin.g takes home that which was caught. Fishing is an
activity performed by women, men, and children primarily for household consumption..

One. person stated that fishing should·be regulated to allow the fish to mature and
multiply. .A management committee, representing all the communities that fish the ponds,
should be formed.
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9. TYPOLOGY OF LAND TENURE CONFLICTS
IN TIlE DIAFORE WATERSHED

An. examination·of. land disputes and conflicts over access to and control of natural resources
can provide useful information about existing natural-resource management tf.pressure points"
and "hot spots." Project.activities are likely to increase competition for and claims to natural
resources ·ifound in. the zone. A clear understanding of current conflicts is essential for
resolving the prevailing. problems and fordeteeting future controversies. Analysis of the
disputes may expose which local tenure- and resource-management rules have become
dysfunctional or inadequate. TheNRM project may need to work with thegovemment and
the local population to design new rules that, first, resolve current tensions. whichinhabitants
face and,second,address problems that can be expected due to project activities.

9.1 WITHIN-FAMILY LAND CONFLICTS

9.1.1 CONFLICTS BETWEEN MALE SmLINGS OF SAME FATHER.

This is the mostcommon type ofconflict cited by villagers. Such disputes usually concern
inheritance rights to outer fields and family concession land.

In Koune Misside, for example, ThiemoAmadou Sadio and his half-brothers contested
each other's rights to their father's concession land that was inhabited by Thiemo's mother's
co-wife. The controversy was decided in Thiemo Amadou Sadio's favor with the ruling that
the land.should be divided between all the brothers. The dispute was taken to the. subprefec
ture level because the half-bothers refused to accept the village council's decision. The
subprefeet, who agreed with the council's ruling, redivided the concession land,givingmore
to Thierno Amadou Sadioas punishment to his .half-brothers for not accepting the· village
level judgment.

9.1.2 CONFLICTS BETWEEN UfERlNE BROTHERS

Theseoonflicts1 which occur frequently between children of .the same mother, typically
concem·the management and inheritanceofsuntuure land. Siblings often will refuse to. accept
any land other than···a portion of their mother's proper suntuure.

9.1.3 CONFLICTS BETWEEN WIDOW AND DECEASED HUSBAND'S FAMILY

Theseoontentionsare fairly commOR. According to local custom, the widow should
remarry ooe of her deceased husband ~s younger brothers or another family member (leviratic
marriage). When the woman refuses, she risks being spumed by her in-laws. If the woman
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hasbome infants by her late husband, she uses this as leverage to remain inherhol.lseand
keep ·ber s",Rtuure.

In· Kouoo,. anexample.of such a.conflict was recounted whereby the widow of the village
im.amrefused to marry her deceased husband's brother but also refused to abandon her land.
The dispute was settled in her favor but required intervention from the subprefect.

9.2 INTERFAMILY LAND CONFLICTS

9.2.1 DISPUTES· BETWEEN LAND LENDERS AND LAND BORROWERS

Clashes .occur when a land .user attempts to usurp control and permanent rights to
borrowedland. Villagers claim that such challenges to land rights are rare because the society
employs an· array of safeguards and precautions to protect the land.lender. Most· importantly,
the landowner refuses unequivocally to allow the land user to plant trees .on borrowed land.
Another common. practice is to require· the land borrower to tithe his grain harvest to the
property owner. Third, the .landowner.often prohibits the land borrower from cultivating the
same plot consecutively for more than three years.

9.2.2 CONTROVERSIES BETWEEN LAND BORROWER AND DESCENDANTS OF

LAND LENDER

The land user may try to usurp permanent rights to the borrowed land after the death of
th~ .original land lender. Typically this strategy is attempted when the deceased landOWller
leavesonlyyoung.children. Thus, these contests occur between the landowner's children and
the land borrower.

9.2•.3 DISPUTES BETWEEN LAND .LENDER. AND DESCENDANTS OF· LAND

BORROWER

Strife arises when the descendants of the land borrower lend, give, or sell· the borrowed
land, which they assume their father bequeathed to them. Sometimes this is an "honest
mistake"bythe land borrowers' offspring. For example, the children presume that the land
which they have seen. their father cultivate throughout their lifetime was his owrt.. Thus,
conflictoccl.Irswhen the land lender makes claims to the contrary. Exactly this· kind of
disputeaccol.lnts for the hesitancy of land lenders to loan their land for more than three
consecutive years. For this same reason, the landowner usually refuses to reloan the same
piotto the same borrower .following the fallow period.

9.2.4 CONFUCTS ARISING BETWEEN DESCENDANTS OF BOTH LAND

LENDERS AND LAND BORROWERS

Conflicts in this category are frequent; descendants on both sides claim ultimate rights to
the ·.land. The descendants of. the land borrowers· maintain that their ancestors were awarded
full rights to the land. The descendants of the land lender, on the other hand, ins18ton the
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land~owning right of the first occupant. These disputes arise regularly when the inheritors OD

both sides do not have enough productive land.

Asnbcategoryofthis type of conflict concerns disputes between descendants of·a noble
landholder and progeny of the captive land user. Such altercations over land rights occur
when thedescelldants of a noble family reassert their right to a portion of land that they have
not actively proclaimed for one or more generations. By the time of the counterclaim, the
desc.endantsof the original captive user·have come to consider the·land as their own, having
retained secure use-rights for several generations.

A second subcategory of this type of conflict involves descendants of land lenders who
were the first occupants of the· village. but never cultivated the land themselves (often these
people were Koranic teachers and ·scholars). The land was lent to free-status cultivators, with
the loan inherited by the cultivators' descendants. Today, the descendants of the·nonagricul
turalists are land-poor and looking for fields to cultivate. They claim ownership rights as first
settlers of tbe village.

9.2.5 DISPUTES BETWEEN Our-:MIGRANT LANDOWNER AND LAND USER

These disputes arise when the landowner remains outside of his native village for
extended periods of time, during which his land is eventually occupied. If the original
landholder returns to the village ·.and attempts to reclaim the land, a confrontation between
him and the current land user is inevitable. The affair is further elaborated if the longtime
land user has planted trees on the land, an act· that attests permanent landownership.
Generally, this situation occurs when a sole inheritor acquired the land when very young and
subsequently left the village for a lengthy· period.

Once again, .events in Koune offer an example of this conflict. Adjudant.Manga,the long
absent land inheritor, and Dian Bhoye, the current land user, claimed rights to the same land.
The case was decided at the subprefect level, dividing the land area between the two disputing
parties. This is ·an· example of the landholder/inheritor losing his rights to land·because of the
lapse of time since· the rights were last asserted.

9.2.6 LAND CONFLICTS BETWEEN TWO CAPTIVE FAMILIES

The conflict situation arises· when captives of two· different noble· clans lay claim to the
same ex.teriordomain. The land in dispute ultimately belongs to "their" nobles. The fact that
such conflicts are resolved by the concerned nobles attests. to the clan's lasting claims on this
land. The dispute between Alpha AliouofDiafore Koune and Oury Bella of Foreya provides
an example of such intercaptive land conflicts.

Another form of natural-resource use conflict, though not actually a land dispute,
concerns theexceedingly··common dissension between cultivators and herders. This type of
conflict is usually resolved between the disputing parties··because cultivators are at the same
time herders,atld vice versa, and each .party knows that their roles could easily. be reversed
during the next dispute.
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Boundary conflicts between neighboring property owners are the most common· form
of land-rights dispute. The opposing parties each claim that the other has usurped a portion
of tbe·la.nd by extending the boundaries of his field. Such disputes may arise between two or
more family members··or·between·fellow villagers. Village elders· are called upon to resolve
such conflicts. The elders·act as the "living cadastre" for the village; their decisions typically
are accepted without contest.

9.3 DISPUTES BETWEEN VILLAGES OVER TERRITORIAL LIMITS

Several conflicts of.this·type have been found to exist in the Diafore.watershed, as discussed
previously in section 4.2. These conflicts are interterritorial disputes concerning terroir
boundaries. Three such contests have been identified thus far in the BRP-Diafore, two of
which are blatant; one remains .latent at this time.

9.3.1 Dow DlAFOu AND GADHA DIAFOU

The first dispute between villages involves the latent conflict between the villagers of Dow
Diafore and Gadha Diafore concerning their shared territorial boundary. GadhaDiafore
claims preeminent rights over a greater area than Dow Diafore or Ley Diafore recognize.
This claim, made by an individual in Gadha Diafore, surfaced very recently, whenNRM
project staff interviewed villagers about village boundaries. Gadha Diaforecontrolsvery little
land, according· to.··· neighboring villages, .. and .the villagers may have been attempting· to
increase tbeir territorial limits in the wake of the project. Presently, claims and counterclaims
arebeing.exch.anged,but no other action or reaction has ensued.

9.3.2 FOREYA AND DIAFOU· KoUNE

The field-boundary conflict between. two villagers, one from Foreya and the other from
Diafore Koune (discussed briefly above), is also a controversy over village territorial limits.
According to the inhabitants of Foreya, the·boundary between the villages is at the far end
of the third pond. The.boundary between the two villages follows a specific seasonal stream
channel (djolol), on which all those of the dominant villages, Ley and Dow Diafore as well
as Foreya,. concur. According to the inhabitants of Diafore Koune, however,. the village
boundary .lies at Weendu Teli,. or the first of the three ponds. The ownership of the third
pond, Weendu·Nene Boori, which is closest to·Diafore Koune, appears most problematic. The
villagers of Diafore Koune take the position that any project action around Weendu Nene
Boori would belong to them. The villagers ·of Foreya do not agree, to say the least.

This is a significant territorial conflict for the NRM project because the disputed limit
involves the area wherein a dam, fish ponds, and irrigation channels are planned. This
conflict will escalate in severity before. it will be resolved once both sides realize that major
developments are proposed for the zone. The increased land value that the project develop
ments will produce raises. the stakes for· all.
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The exmaster families of each of the disputing parties, from Dow and Ley Diafore and
Koune, .have been asked for testimony concerning village and field boundary limits. The
conflict over the field limits arises, in part, because the disputed land had .been borrowed for
an extended·period of time by Alpha Mamadou Koune when he was the village· head of
Koone. No ODe from Foreya .dared to repossess the land while ·it was in Alpha Mamadou's
hands. Alpha Alioufrom Diafore Koune is using this long-term possession by the head of
Koune to claim permanent rights to the land.

9.3.3 Ko"UNt, BELLA KouRE, AND LAGUI

Koune lays claim to Weendu Santa, a lake which the NRM project has earmarked for
irrigation development. Two· other villages-Belle Koura and Lagui (both located outside of
the BRP)-also maintain that the disputed land belongs to them. In an effort to resolve the
feud, proJect· staff held a meeting with representatives from the three villages. No agreement
or understanding has been reached at ·this time, but the villagers are discussing the matter
among themselves and promise to find a solution. It seems as jf the villagers of Koune, .in
the belief that the tiRMproJect is working solely with villages situated within theBRP limits,
was attempting to ·claim land that does not rightfully belong to them and thought· that their
false claim would go undiscovered. The lake is located outside of the BRPnear. the village
of Bella Koure.

9.4 DISPUTE SE17LEMENT MECHANISMS

Theissue of conflict resolution has been addressed on several occasionsin this report; all that
remains is to summarize the principal procedures used to settle natural-resource access, use,
and managementdisputes. According to villagers, conflicts with outsiders are extremely rare.
This question must be investigated further due to the reluctance of informants to speak of
controversy.

Disputes are resolved on four distinct levels· once the family members determine that they
can.notsettle an issue. First,. the conflict is treated by village institutions; it moves beyond this
level only if no solution·can. be reached. The council of elders handles the majority of village
conflicts. In the· rare case that the elders fail to settle· the matter, the conflict goes to sector
and district. representatives, who are also·villagers. From there, if necessary, the case moves
outside·the village to the· district office and,finally, to the subprefect. Several informants
mentioned that difficult disputes, especially those involving two different clans, .are mediated
by the·Ligue Islamique·Prefectorale. Conflict resolution rarely surpasses· the subprefectlevel.
Villagers use a combination of familial, religious, and political/official mediators to resolve
land and other natural-resource disputes.

Land disputes ·on every level can. be expected to· increase in the wake of NRM.project
activities ·a.nd the ..correlated increase in the value of· .natural resources in .the· Diafore
watershed.. Thc·importance of detecting and resolving such disputes before project activities
are implemented cannot be overstated.
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10. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR PROJECT ACTIVITIES

10.1 ApPLYINGTERROIR VlUAGEOIS CONCEYf TO DIAFORE WATERSHED

Conclusion 10.1.1. The terroir villageois is not the same spatial unit as the
village's resource-use zone. Villagers exploit resources in an area that is much
larger than their actual village territory.

RecommendmionJO.J. J. J. The concept should be applied in a way that accounts for
resource· users' •exploiting resources in an area larger· than their village territory. Neighboring
villages will need to discuss mutually beneficial arrangements to keep their boundaries open
to each other for certain purposes.

Recommendation JO.J.1.2. The village's management plan should determine explicitly
how best to incorporate the management of use areas which lie outside ofits territory.• These
plans must be. approved by those villages that have territorial control over the former's use
space.

Conclusion ·10.1.2. The village must possess the legal, technical, and fmancial
means to.soundly.manage the natural resources in its territory.

Recommendation 10.J. 2.1. The project staff should work directly with villagers to ensure
that they acquire the necessary skills, information, and knowledge of their local natural
resource base to make local-level management feasible and sustainable after the proJect's end.

Recommendation JO. J .2.2. The project staff and USAID should work to guarantee that
a favorable legal environment exists which will be conducive to greater decentralization and
village-levelconttol and management of resources. USAID/Guinea should work to ensure that
the GOG devolves s.ufficientpower to the local level in areas that are critical to natural
resource management.

Recommendation 10.1.2.3. Investing local communities with management rights and
responsibilities does not imply a complete withdrawal of the state from management and
regulatory activities. The state will continue .to play an important role in the protection and
management of>naturalresources. The state and local communities should work to develop
a relationship of comanagement based on cooperation rather than antagonism.

CODclusionl0.1.3.Social status of the villagers determines, in part, the popula
tion'scapacity> to manage the resources that it uses.
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RecommendatiolJ 10.1.3.1. The project staff should not ignore this factor when working
with the villagers. On the one hand, project staffcan make every effort to empower the actual
resource users. Onthe other hand, the residents oflower...status villages may need to continue
their consultations with.villagers who retain superior.control over the resources in their zone.
Ignoring these social realities does not make them disappear. .

Conclusion 10.1.4. No village-level resource-management institutions currently
exist; they will need to be created.

Recommendation 10.1.4.1. Project staff and USAID/Guinea should promotethe creation
of local-level institutions through sound education, extension, and technical training. The form
and role of such institutions should stem from the villagers' demands and desires as they
come to understand the purpose and utility of the organization. The local decision-making
body created for the management of natural resources should· have real power, which comes
from establishing. a ·favorable legal environment but also from choosing local representations
with authority at the local level. Such institutions and ideas cannot be "parachuted in t

'; they
must develop from within to be self-sustaining. Creating institutions that are respected, have
sufficient authority, and are effective is a very difficult task.

Conclusion 10.1.5. The project staff needs not only to address short-term local
needs and priorities but also to work with local .populations·in analyzing,
identifying, and elaborating actions oriented toward longer-term resource
management objectives.

Recommendation 10.1.5.1. The "contract approach" is a sound way to guarantee
cooperation ·.·and to create. partnership between ··all parties implicated in a particular activity.
The approach entails drawing up an· agreement covering the commitments by local
Gommuniticsandoutside agencies (including the NRM project) to both shorter.... and .longer
term activities..FormaJ.· contracts reduce ambiguity and expectations and can be modified· by
mutual·agreement. It should be noted that· this method is being·institutedin theNRMtFouta
Jalon project this year in relation to agroforestry activities.

10.2 TENURE·· AND MANAGEMENT OF CULTIVATED LAND RESOURCES

Conclusion 10.2.1. Rights and security in land in the watershed varyacc.ording
to social rank, gender, age, and resident status. The complex array of land rights
andtbe variability that exists in and between villages will affect what project
interventions should be selected and for whom.

Recommendation 10.2.1.1. Project activities that require long-term security in land tenure
should be aimed at those members of society who have secure rights in land.

Recommendation 10.2.1.2. Land contracts, as a mechanism to increase a land user's
security of holding,should be negotiated between property owners and land users. Land
contracts· guarantee the landowners their property rights at the same time as increasing the
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land user's security ·in.long-term.use·rights. Land contracts appear to· be the soundest means
available· for_uriag. long-term access to productive land for .groups that lack such
guarantees. ·Landcontrlcts, negotiated with the parties implicated in each agreement,
harmonize elements ·of the local tenure rules with the national land code.

Recommendation 10.2.1.3. USAIDIGuinea should encourage Guinean policymakers to
take advantage ofthe .capacity of the legal system to respond creatively to changing needs by
adapting and incorporating local land-tenure rules into the national land code.

Conclusion lO.2.2.·There is a widespread fear among villagers that the·theywill
lose their land·t.o the state or project.

Recommendation 10..2.2.1. Project staff should be sensitive to villager anxieties and do
everything in their capacity to diminish these concerns. In this regard project staff should not
selector designate.theland·to be used for project activities; villagers should choose the land
areaswhete they are willing to implement project operations. The project staff will need to
repeat the message that neither the project nor the state is interested in taking land away from
local inhabitants, though successful project interventions and personal interactions with local
people will be the most effective means for dispelling these fears.

10.3 TENURE .AND MANAGEMENT OF .TREE RESOURCES

Conclusion .10.3.1. Tree ownership is closely linked to landownership in Fouta
JalQo. Therefore, tree planting is strictly controlled to prohibit nonowners of land
from planting trees. Excaptives and women are the most affected; neither group
is able freely to plant trees.

Recomme'l'ltkaiolt 10.3.1.1. Rights to trees. and rights to the land where trees are to be
planted should be discussed and defined explicitly before the start of project activities. All
participants should be clear and in agreement as to the rights and responsibilities of all
implicated parties.

Recommendation 10.3.1.2. USAID/Guinea and project staff should seek creative policies
andintel'VentioAs to increase rights to and security of holding trees· for a greater percentage
of the local population.

Recommendtltion1;O.3.1.3. When working with land borrowers, women, and others with
limited rights to and security in land, the project staff should suggest activities that yield
benefits in the short term so that adoption of the technologies is to the land user's advantage.

COBclusioB 10.3.1. There are no extensive land areas within the watershed that
areeommOD property for planting village tree reserves and woodlots. AU tree
plantings.destined for the benefit of the village will be on private land.
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Reeommendstio;" 10.3.2.1. When the project intervention involves thecreation.of-village
forest or wO(.Jdedreserves, agreements between the landownerls land the villagers .must be
negotiated... A •formal agreement will minimize ambiguities and clearly state the rights and
responsibilities ofeach party.. The landowners' commitment to take the land out of cultivation
and to refrain from cu.tting the trees will need to be formalized, and the duration of the
agreement will need to be fIXed.

10.4 TENURE AND MANAGEMENT OF GRAZING RESOURCES

Conclusion 10.4.1. Grazing resources are considered common-pool assets, though
the land on which the forage is found is owned privately. The inhabitants of the
watershed have very few rules managing and regulating herding activities.

Conclusion 10.4.2•. Village territorial limits have little significance in relation to
pastoral activities. Herds crisscross village territories, especially during the dry
seasoD~facingvirtually no restrictions.

Recommendation 10.4.2.1. If local resource-management plans are to incorporate
strategies for managing.herds and grazing, discussions and planning should take place on a
multivillagelevel.Comanagement of grazing resources by neighboring villages is necessary.

Conclusion 10.4.3. The villagers are not at all satisfied with the state's "early
burning" policy for the bowal•. They argue that application of the policy causes
more .• bannthan good, .·and they .resent their loss of autonomy in.this .resource
management·· activity.

Rec~ndati01J 10.4.3.1. .Project teChnical staff should, first, review thep~ntpolicy

to seeif it is technically .sound and, then, investigate to see that it is being applied correctly.
If the policy requires amending, USAIDIGuinea and project personnel shouldencQurage the
proper agencies in the GOG to review and amend their plan. If the early-burn policy is
sound, widespread education is required to convince the villagers. of its efficacy.

Recommendation 10.4.3.2. Whether the existing policy remains the same Of isal11ended,
this and other such policies should be applied through comanagement between the state
agencies and the villages. The population at the local level needs to understand the resource
management practices being applied in their region. If the state is serious about local-level
management, the villagers cannot be completely marginalized concerning their grazing
resource· base.

10.5 TENURE AND MANAGEMENT OF WATER RESOURCES

CODclusionlO.S.l. Water sources are recognized as common-properl.yresources
and are. managed .communally by villagers. The management rules have fallen
into •• disuse with increased dependence on household wells.
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Recommendation 10.5.1.1. Villagers should be encouraged to exercise their management
prncticesonceagain. The recently created village resource-management committees should
be organized in such a way as to make use of the pre-existing knowledge of the villagers.

Conclusion 10.5.2. Many water sources are fdled with spirits and supernatural
powers, which sometimes affects the local inhabitants' use of the resource.

Recommendation IO.5.2.1. Project staff should take care not to develop or otherwise alter
the state of any of· the selected water sources without clear consultation with the villagers.
Once again,the Villagers should pick the appropriate sites for development from among those
considered technically feasible fora particular intervention.

Conclusion 10.5.3. More than one village· can use a single water source, though
all natural .springs•are located within village territories and are the common
property of that village.

Recommendation IO. 5.3.1. Establishment of terroirs villageois and the use of these spatial
units for resource management should be done ina way that does not have a negative. impact
on intervillage· use of the resources. Some allotment should be made for intervillage water
source management in relevant cases.

Conclusion 10.5.4. In the past there has been open access to rlSh in seasonal and
perennial ponds. Project investment inrlSbing resources may increase the interest
in and competition for access to these resources.

RecommendationIO.5.4.1. Discussions and possibly written agreements should determine
the .distribution of•rights and responsibilities of all those involved in the fishing economy..
Villagers with ponds within the limits of their village territory will need to decide how the
fish resources are to be exploited, who has access, and so on.
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APPENDIX 1

GWSSARY

forgeron

plateau lateritique

source d'eau

zone de· culture au pr~ des
cours d'eau

versant des collines, cultive

dime, dixieme de la recolte

montagne, colline, versant,
cultive

terrain tees en pente et caillou
teux, cultive

zone de culture dans les bas
fonds

repere, indication

village qui· abrite une mosquee,
village d.es nobles

terrain en pente eten tres fines
alluvions

zone de bas-fond, cultive

village de (ex-)captifs

zone de culture dans les conces
sion, tapades

cours d'eau

mare

ENGLISH

blacksmith

lateritic plain

water source

cultivated zones situated next to
rivers ana streams

hillside, cultivated

tithe, 10 percent of harvest

hill, mountain, cultivated

terrain with steep .slopes ana
rocky~.cultivated

cultivation zone in the valley

private, individualized property

mosque villag.e or village of
nobles

hillside lana with sanay~ com
pact soils

valley bottom land, cultivated

(ex..)captivevillage

innerlhousehold fields

watercourse

pond
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